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Reagan
recovering
from fall
SANTA MONICA, Calif.(AP)
— Former President Reagan
was able to sit up in a chair
the day after surgery to repair
a broken hip, a good sign,
one of his doctors said Monday.
He remarkably was up in
a chair yesterday, the first day
post-op," Dr. Kevin Ehrhart. his
.,orthopedic surgeon, told ABC's
America."
Morning
"Good
"That's a goal you obtain about
half the time. He did it on the
first try."
He said the former president also was eating.
Reagan, suffering from
Alzheimer's disease and nearing his 90th birthday Feb. 6.
fell Friday at his Bel-Air home.
Doctors used a pin, plate and
screws to repair the joint Saturday in a 65-minute operation.
He still faced months of difficult physical therapy•but was
taking very little pain medication, another good sign. said
Joanne Drake, his chief of
staff.
Ehrhart said after the operation that Reagan's tissue and
bone were remarkably like that
of a "much younger man, which
obviously helps substantially
with his recovery."
However, the surgeon said.
Reagan still faces a "long,
uphill struggle."
Reagan's wife, Nancy. has
been at her husband's side
since the fall.
The couple's 49th wedding
anniversary is March 4, when
the aircraft carrier USS Ronald
Reagan is scheduled to be
christened by the former first
lady.
Mrs. Reagan was buoyed
by the outpouring of well-wishes from around the world.
Drake said, including messages
from former Presidents Bush
and Ford as well as President-elect Bush and Sen. John
McCain, R-Ariz.
President Clinton sent a
message to the former president and his family on Sunday.
"Hillary and I are relieved
that President Reagan's treatment for his iniury appears to
have been successful," Clinton said. "Our thoughts and
prayers are with the president.
his wife, Nancy, and the entire
Reagan family during this difficult period. We join all Americans in wishing him a speedy
recovery."
At the Ronald Reagan Presidential Library in Simi Valley
on Sunday, dozens of well-wishers signed a giant get-well
note surrounded by bouquets
of flowers.
"Godspeed in your recovery. America cannot thank you
enough." wrote Christian Horton of the Los Angeles suburb of Mission Hills.
Mrs. Reagan urged wellwishers to send greetings to
the Reagan Foundation Web
site.
Reagan's son Michael and
daughter Patti Davis visited their
father on Saturday and son
Ron was expected within a
few days.
At 69, Ronald Reagan was
the oldest man ever elected
president of the United States
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El Salvador copes with quake
SAN SALVADOR, El Salvador
(AP) — Authorities buried many
of the 400 victims of El Salvador's earthquake in mass graves,
saying a landslide that wiped out
entire families had made it impossible to fully know the identities
of the dead.
Distraught relatives lined up on
Sunday at an improvised morgue
in a bloodstained alley to identify some of those mangled and
entombed in Saturday's 7.6-magnitude quake. But the need to dis-

pose of the mounting number of
corpses cheated some of the chance
for closure.
One woman looking for a pair
of missing cousins showed up at
the morgue in the half-buried Las
Colinas neighborhood only to find
out that two children who matched
their description had already been
sent to a mass burial.
"My cousins are similar to the
ages of the ones you buried, and
they are missing," 18-year-old
Kenya Marbella told stern-faced

soldiers who said it as too late
to see the bodies. "How could
you just throw bodies in the ground
like that?"
With no refrigerated facilities,
and bodies and body parts piling
up in the alley near the quaketriggered landslide that covered
Las Colinas in a wall of dirt, there
was little choice but mass burial,
said coroner Mario Alfredo Hernandez. About half of the corpses
were unidentified, he said.
With aftershocks as strong as

5.4 magnitude rattling the unstable mass of soil and rubble, there
was no safe place to keep the 182
bodies found in the area so far.
Some corpses lay peacefully on
the pavement as if the victims had
lain down for a nap. Some were
covered in trash bags.
President Francisco Flores asked
Colombia to send 300 coffins.
Red Cross official Mildred Sandoval said 403 deaths had been
confirmed nationwide. Police also
reported 2,000 injured, 4,692 hous.

Funeral homes see changes
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
It is becoming a question that
js repeated more and more often:
Can locally-owned businesses
provide better service than corporate-owned operations?
That very question has been
played out recently among Murray's various banks. Now, it will
be put before the city's funeral homes.
In the past week alone, the
landscape of the local funeral
home business has changed dramatically, with the re-acquisition of one home by a veteran
of the business and the opening of a new one this week.
Kenny Imes, former owner
of Murray's J.H. Churchill Funeral Home, along with his wife,
Mary Beth, purchased the Miller
funeral homes in Hazel and Murray Jan. 2 from the Canadianbased Loewen Group Inc., for
whom he also works as a contractor at Murray's Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home.
Loewen filed a petition to
reorganize under Chapter 11 of
the U.S. Bankruptcy Code in June
1999. Loewen also filed an application for creditor protection
under the Companies' Creditors
Arranp:ment Act (CCAA) in
Canada.
Imes is quick to point out
that his family is deeply
entrenched in the funeral home
tradition in Calloway County.
"Six consecutive generations
of our family have served the
funeral needs of Calloway County since 1847," Imes said. "My
great-grandfather, John Edward
Churchill, began making and selling coffins ... at the age of 29.
father, Dr. Armisted
His
Churchill, had moved his rhedical practice from Louisville to
the east side of Calloway County around 1823."
Imes will be assisted in the
operation of the Miller Funeral
Home in Murray by Thelma
Miller, Ricky Garland, Martha
Churchill Imes Farris and Matt
Imes, all lifelong Calloway County residents. Their involvement
could prompt a future name
change.
"In the future, we may expand
the name to Miller-ChurchillImes Funeral home to reflect
our family heritage," Imes said.
Meanwhile, calls to BlalockColeman are being referred to

Ashcroft
unlikely
to get full
support

Details
won't be
priority
for Bush
building by Loewen. Anna Wright, speaking on
behalf of Loewen through the Sitrick Group. anoth-

III See Page 2

State man part of 'Survivor' cast
CRITTENDEN, Ky. (AP) — He grew up
on a farm and still lives on one
He teaches computer technology at the same
high school where he once played basketball
well enough to make it into the team's Hall
of Fame.
An elder at his church, he's known for his
restraint, discipline and kindness. He's also an
early riser, who stops by the same diner every
day at 6:30 a.m. for breakfast, ordering oats
or toast.
But regular guy Rodger Bingham is about
to make a splash. The 53-year-old Bingham
is one of the 16 contestants on CBS's second
"Survivor." He's under orders from CBS not
to talk, but his family and friends can — and
they're excited.
Until the announcement, residents of this
small Grant County town, population 3,000.
had been protective of Bingham. keeping his
secret since October when he took a leave
from his teaching job at Grant County High
School to go to the Australian outback to tape

MI See Page 2

WASHINGTON (AP) — John
Ashcroft will soon be Mingling
with his friends back in the Senate, some of whom are ready to
pounce.
But it isn't personal, Democrats said Sunday, while making
clear they will not give him a
pass to become the next attorney
general just because they think
he's a fine individual.
"Advise and consent doesn't
mean advise and rubber stamp."
said Vermont Sen. Patrick Leahy,
the Judiciary Committee's senior
Democrat and temporary chairman.
to
opposed
Democrats
Ashcroft's nomination says his conservative opinions_arr411-suited to
the job of being the nation's top
.law enforcer.
"Right now we need a healer
in Washington, in the form of our
president," Sen. Barbara Boxer,
D-Calif., said on ABC's "This
Week." Added Boxer, who has
announced her intention to vote
against Ashcroft, said of him:
"This is an extremist, not a healer.Most Democrats were more circumspect than that, including
Leahy. He called Ashcroft a "divisive choice" by President-elect
Bush, but disagreed with critics
who have tried to paint the former Missouri senator as a racial
or religious bigot.
"I think all of us who know
him, know that charge would not
stick," Leahy said on CNN's "Late
Edition" of either allegation.

BERNARD KANE/
Ledger & Times photos
The local funeral home
business has seen several changes during the new
year already. The opening
of the Murray-Calloway
Funeral Home of Calloway
County (above), owned by
Johnny Bohannon, Jack
Rose and Dwayne Hale,
will bring Murray's total of
funeral homes up to four.
Miller Funeral Home, which
also has a location in Hazel,
was recently purchased by
Kenny Imes, a former
owner of Murray's J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home.
Imes also works as a contractor for the Loewen
Group Inc. at Murray's
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home.
Imes as well, even though the current status of
the funeral home is somewhat up in the air.
Blalock-Colernan was threatening to file litigation concerning unauthorized repairs made to the

es destroyed and 16,148 damaged.
Authorities said about 1,000 people were still missing, most in
Las Colinas, located six miles east
of San Salvador.
Saturday's quake off of El Salvador's coast was felt from northern Panama to central Mexico —
a distance of more than 1,100
miles.
Sunday's aftershocks were centered within a few miles of the

Bingham comes to the B&E every mornthe show.
and sits at the same round table, talking
ing
go
he'd
"Most of the local places where
—to the restaurant and feed store — there with the same group of people about the hapwas nothing said," said his brother Dr. Barry penings around town.
He grew up in Crittenden and has always
Bingham, a veterinarian, who lives on a farm
been popular. He and his wife, Patricia, were
a mile away from his brother's.
What friends and family still don't know named Mr. and Miss Grant County when the
is how long Bingham lasted on the show, couple graduated from Grant County High in
which revolves around a weekly competition 1965. Two years later, they married. They
to see who'll get voted off and who'll sur- have one child, a daughter, who like her father
_
is a school teacher.
vive another week.
Some in the family laughed in June when
The finalist wins Si million.
The show premieres on Jan. 28 after the Bingham first announced he was applying for
Super Bowl. Remaining episodes will air on "Survivor." But Angela Hedenberg didn't laugh
at her father, the man she patterned her life
Thursday nights.
after. She helped him make his three-minute
Lynn
said
"Everybody thinks this is neat,"
Lakes, a waitress at the B&E Restaurant in tryout video. She even decided to try out for
Crittenden who has been taking Bingham's the show, too, but wasn't selected.
"He was wanting to show that an older
breakfast orders for seven years.
"Everybody is talking about it. We got man could do different things and could comsomebody from around here. We got some- pete with a younger group both socially and
body we know. We need to have 'Survivor' physically," said Hedenberg. who is 29 and a
teacher in Pendleton County.
parties."

Look
WASHINGTON (AP)
for, shorter speeches, swifter decisions, fewer late nights.
Count on a lot of physical
activity, new devotion to punctuality and presidentially bestowed
nicknames. Don't expect as many
news leaks, as many people passing through the Oval Office or
as vibrant a social scene.
Expect a. :big-picture" president, not a policy wonk. in George
W. Bush.
Bush has an operating style
all his own and a brashness that
suggests he'll keep it once he
reaches the Oval Office. The president-as-CEO is here, certain to
delegate details down the chain
of command.
"-I'll be a decisive i.n.‘si it,"
Bush likes to say, and he showed
he meant it by filling out his initial Cabinet roster in less than
three weeks during the truncated
transition. (Bill Clinton, in contrast, took six weeks to make his
first appointment.)
Vice
Dick
President-elect
Cheney says Bush has "grown"
in the job even before taking the

III See Page 2
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•Funeral ...
From Page 1
er Canadian-based firm, said that
potential claim was resolved in
September 2000.
Wright said Loewen does not
make sale information public until
a sale has been officially completed and all employees have been
notified, so whether or not the
funeral home will remain with the
company is unknown at this time.
Miller's other two competitors
consist of a business that has been
open for over a century and the
newly-opened Murray-Calloway
Funeral Home of Calloway County on Highway 121 North.
Murray-Calloway was conceived
by local investors Dwayne Hale,
Jack Rose and Johnny Bohannon.
Bohannon, who had been employed
part-time at Miller's, will serve
as the new funeral home's director.
Bohannon had originally been
shooting for an opening date in
November, but extensive renovations to the house the group had
purchased pushed the opening date
back to January.
Bohannon points to the Loewen

ownership of local funeral homes
as a deciding factor to try and
establish a locally-owned home.
He also said, though, that the
lines' purchase caught him a bit
by surprise.
"We didn't know that Loewen
was going to sell," Bohannon said.
"I think there's about 400-plus
deaths a year in Murray. I believe
it can support four (funeral homes)."
Murray-Calloway will be managed primarily by Bohannon's son,
Tyler, and Tim Young, a 10-year
veteran of the funeral home business himself. Calloway County
Coroner Dwane Jones also recently joined the staff, making the
jump from Miller Funeral Home.
Although Bohannon said Rose
is contemplating selling his share
of ownership in the home, stability is still the key factor the new
funeral home will try to emphasize.
"I would go back to the Loewen
thing because it was a corporate
connection, and it was not anything local," Bohannon said. "In
a small town like this, local peo-

ple relate to local people. When
you're doing business, you like to
be able to do business with the
owner or local people."
Stability has been the key to
the success of Murray's J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home, which
has been in operation in Murray
for the past 114 years.
J.H. Churchill is currently owned
by Terry and Karen Isaacs. Karen
Isaacs said she and her husband
were approached by a larger company shortly after purchasing the
business in 1988, but refused. She
said they also turned down an
offer later from Loewen.
"We were approached within
six months of moving here with
an offer from a larger company,
and we would have made a great
deal of money off of it," Karen
Isaacs said. "You have to be in
this business for more than money.
"We just recognized from the
very beginning that corporations
were going to have a very hard
time taking care of local families."

local-ownership boom as a threat
of new competition. In fact, they
seem content to simply let the
people decide.
"You don't really have goals
when you're in the funeral home
business," Imes said. "You just
try to provide the best service that
you can."
Bohannon, whose Murray-Calloway Funeral Home of Calloway
County boasts the slogan "A Helping Hand When You Need It Most,"
shares Imes' sentiments.
"It's a very difficult time in
anyone's life," Bohannon said.
"They need someone who can be
understanding, take charge for them
and help them through."
Karen Isaacs, meanwhile, said
she will be glad when public interest in the financial side of funeral homes dies down and the businesses can just get back to what
they do best.
"Until corporations came on the
scene, most of the time funeral
homes were passed from family
member to family member," she
said. "Usually, funeral homes were
None of the various owners, not something that made the front
however, are treating the ,recent page of the paper." •

Miami recounts
show Bush gain
MIAMI (AP) — A review of
10,600 previously uncounted ballots in Miami-Dade County showed
George W. Bush gaining six more
votes than Al Gore, The Palm
Beach Post reported Sunday.
The newspaper counted votes
that were not registered by ballot
machines, or undervotes. The count
included ballots ranging from those
with barely hanging chads to ones
that were just slightly dimpled.
Two Post reporters, each paired
with an elections staffer, reviewed
the ballots.
The review concluded that
President-elect Bush would have
gained 251 votes and Vice President Gore would have gained 245
votes. No overvotes, or ballots
where machines detected more than
one presidential vote, were
counted.
The review, which ended last
week, also showed that 7,600 of the
more than 10,000 undervotes had
no mark at all in the presidential_
column, or in rare cases included
multiple votes that could not be

given to one candidate or the other.
At least 2,257 ballots were
cleanly but inaccurately punched in
odd-numbered holes that corresponded to none of the 10 presidential candidates on the ballot. The
653,963 Miami-Dade ballots used
only even-numbered holes for the
presidential race.
The certified final results in Miami-Dade were 328,808 votes for
Gore and 289,533 for Bush, according to the Florida secretary of
state's office. Bush won Florida by
a 537-vote margin out of about 6
million votes cast in the state.
Later this month, a research firm
hired by a media group that includes the Post, The Associated
Press and other news organizations
will undertake an inspection of all
roughly 180,000 undervotes and
overvotes in the Florida presidential election.
The Miami Herald is working
with an accounting firm to review
only ,the estimated 60,000 under- _
vote ballots that were rejected in
the presidential race statewide.

Recount costs top $3 million II Quake...
ORLANDO, Fla. (AP) — Florida and its counties already face expenses totaling more than $3 mil-_
lion for ballot recounts and lawsuits
over the disputed presidential election, and the bills are still coming
in, The Orlando Sentinel reported
Sunday.
At the state level, the total expense so far for the Legislature,
state agencies and the governor's
office is up to more than $1.24 million. That includes more than
$6,000 for the Supreme Court to
copy 365,000 pages of documents.
The largest single bill so far is
for $682,266, submitted by the law
firm of Steel, Hector and Davis to
represent Secretary of State Kather-

ine Harris in 40 lawsuits around the
state. One item on that bill is
$10,000 for a chartered airplane to
take attorney Joe Klock from Tallahassee to Washington to appear before the U.S. Supreme Court.
Expenses tor a special legislative session ordered by House
Speaker Tom Feeney and Senate
President John McKay to consider
whether to appoint the state's electors for George W. Bush total more
than $425,000.
Counties are faced with employees' overtime charges, legal expenses and security costs for the
statewide manual recount ordered
by the Florida Supreme Court on

From Page 1

Dec. 8 and halted by the U.S. Supreme Court the following day.

Beach counties combined add up to
nearly $I million. Totals for MiPalm Beach County, home of ami-Dade County are not yet comthe infamous butterfly ballot that plete.
Among the smaller bills for
many Democratic voters claim
caused them to erroneously vote for counties is $2,500 for jail cooks to
conservative Reform Party candi- feed Volusia County ballot countdate Pat Buchanan, has amassed the ers.
But even the smallest bill can
largest election-related county exwreak havoc.
penses at about $525,000.
"For our little county, any exLike most counties, Palm Beach
was hardest hit by the overtime and pense is a major expense," said sufringe benefits for the employees pervisor Marcia Wood in Liberty
called in to examine more than County, with just 3,600 registered
500,000 ballots, and by the need to voters in the Panhandle and a $400
provide security or handle crowds overtime bill. "There's only myself
and one employee, and we had to
of the media and public.
Costs for Broward and Palm amend our budget."

II Bush ...
From Page 1
oath of office.
"He's gotten better- at gathering information and sounding out
people for advice, Cheney says,
and he doesn't "agonize" over
decisions.
Bush's move to swiftly withdraw support for Labor Secretarydesignate Linda Chavez after she
ran into legal and credibility questions over her housing of an illegal immigrant showed he was willing to act quickly to end a damaging political distraction.
Once in place, his appointees
can be expected to play an unusually strong role in the job of governing, as the new president sets
out broad policy goals and gives
subordinates great rein. (If Bush
stays true to form, he'll also give
them nicknames.)
Clay Johnson, who served as
chief of staff to Bush as Texas
governor and came to Washington as the transition's executive
director, says Bush sets out core
priorities, relies on aides to develop strategic options and doesn't second-guess decisions.
"He's not a 16-hour-a-day type

poring over position papers and
reading 20-page papers," says
Calvin Jillson, chairman of the
political science department at
Southern Methodist University.
"He's a decision-memo sort of guy."
The next president also is the
first to admit he's better at building personal relationships than
wowing a crowd with soaring oratory. Presidential parlance that
requires a double-take is guaranteed to pop up over the next four
years.
A recent Bush comment on
Chavez's prospects took this meandering route: "I haven't had a
chance to ask the questioners the
question they've been questioning."
Whatever his limitations as a
public speaker, Bush exerts charm
one-on-one and can be expected
to use personal diplomacy to press
his agenda with Democrats and
Republicans alike.
"I'm pretty good about reading
people," he said during the campaign. Even opponents tend to
agree.
Lanny Davis, a friend of Bush's
from college who supported Al
Gore in the presidential race and

worked in the Clinton White House,
says of the president-elect: "I
always was struck by his perceptions about people. He could, walk
in other people's shoes and look
through their eyes better than anybody else."
Jack Fans, president of the
National Federation of Independent Business, recalls the easy
manner in which Bush welcomed
dozens of corporate titans to a
closed-door economic round-table
in Austin this month, thanking
them for coming on short notice,
and then adding with a grin, "Well,
gosh, I am the president now."
Critics may discount Bush's
intellect, Faris says, but the new
president posed incisive questions
and summed up "bullet by bullet" all that he'd heard.
"When you're with him, you
come away with the impression
he cares about what you had to
say," said Chamber of Commerce
President Thomas Donohue, another participant in the economic
meeting.
Bush is known for his affability and high energy, but not for
being part of any big social scene.
He likes to be in bed by 10 p.m.,
and travels with his favorite pillow.
"I'm not much of a social butterfly," he confessed in one campaign interview. "If you want to
find me, you can come and find
me sleeping in the White House

at night. I'm not somebody that
says 'Gosh, gosh, I can't wait to
get to Washington so I can go to
all the cocktail parties.' That's not
what I'm about."
Instead, he likes morning meetings, afternoon exercise time and
15-minute catnaps. At 54, his pace
when jogging is 7 minutes, 15
seconds a mile. His idea of a
night out is a modest Chinese
restaurant in a suburban Virginia
strip mall.
"His druthers is to get an afternoon run for a second burst of
energy and then retire while the
Washington social scene whirls on,"
said Jillson.
Bush has a tight network of
friends, many of them intimates
since his days in the Texas oil
fields or stretching further back
into childhood, and some are headed for top jobs in Washington.
Commerce Secretary-designate
Don Evans is one of Bush's closest friends, and their acquaintance
goes back to the oil patch. Evans'
wife, Susie, went to grade school
with Bush. •Johnson, who will be
White House personnel chief and
deputy chief of staff, went to prep
school and Yale with Bush.
In doling out appointments, Bush
has surprised no one by placing
a high premium on loyalty. He
was
self-appointed
"loyalty
enforcer" during his father's 1988
presidential campaign and is known
for his wariness to outsiders.;
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capital, according to local seismologists.
Pope John Paul 11 urged international assistance for the nation
of 6 million.
Offers of help came from Mexico, the United States, Germany,
Spain, Taiwan, Britain, Panama,
even Guatemala, which itself suffered six deaths in the quake.
Unlike the night before in El
Salvador, when hundreds of survivors steered diggers to areas
where their family members might
be buried, starkly fewer people waited for relatives and friends to
emerge from the immense landslide Sunday.
"Most of those that are under
there now were with their families when they died," said police
officer Rafael Hernandez. "With
everyone already dead, there is no
one here to claim many of the
bodies we find now."
But as some gave up hope,
incredibly, a survivor was brought
up from beneath tons of soil late
Sunday.
Workers rescued 22-year-old
Sergio Moreno, who was trapped
for 30 hours under slabs of concrete. He had drawn rescuers' attention by tapping on the concrete.
Red Cross volunteer Lucio
Castellano said he suffered dehy-

dration and a cut leg but was in
good condition otherwise.
During Sunday afternoon, a powerful aftershock caused more of
the hillside to collapse, sending
rescuers fleeing in panic. Nobody
was injured.
Body-hunting dogs, sent in from
the United States and Mexico,
sniffed for the living and the dead
under the blinding sun.
One led authorities to the battered body of a Las Colinas man
who was wearing nothing but a
navy blue bathing suit when the
earthquake killed him. His body
went unclaimed.
Meanwhile, those who could
identify their dead held hundreds
of funerals Sunday. Junior church
officials in T-shirts helped lead
graveside services, while boneweary priests in sweat-soaked suits
tried to come up with new ways
to reassure a devastated nation.
"Oh, mama, tell me how this
could happen, tell me what else I
could have done," stammered Jose
Cruz Torres, who buried three sisters and three grandchildren lost
to the quake Sunday.
He began to sing a hymn in
Spanish, but the lyrics were soon
drowned out by his sobs.
"It's like the world here is
upside down."

Ex-director: Chicken
plant hired youngster
ALBANY, Ky.(AP) — A former personnel director at Cagle'sKeystone Foods says the chickenprocessing plant that received millions in tax breaks to employ local
residents gave a job to a young immigrant girl.
The south-central Kentucky
plant may have employed other
children, the Lexington HeraldLeader reported Sunday.
The newspaper said it interviewed two Hispanic youngsters
who said they crossed the U.S. border illegally and used fake identification to get jobs at the plant. One
said she was 12; the other said he
was IS.
It is against the law to employ
anyone under 16 in a chicken-processing plant. Cagle's-Keystone officials say they have not knowingly
violated that law — though they acknowledge they have fired some of
their employees after discovering
that they used fake IDs.
Shirley Bell, the former person-

nel director, said it broke her heart
to find the adolescent girl working
in her plant. Bell, who left Cagle's
last February, said the girl was
hired by a subordinate.
Bell said that when an employee
told her about the youth, she asked
an interpreter to bring the girl to
her office. The girl started crying,
bowed her head, then looked up
and confessed that she had used the
identification of an older woman
during her job interview.
"I remember being very upset
and going home that night and I
cried," Bell told the Lexington
newspaper in an interview last
week. "The look of desperation in
her face, it was just awful, and of
course I felt like I'd been betrayed
by people I worked with and for. It
was just awful because she was so
young. ... She was just so tiny."
Bell said the girl looked nothing
like the picture of the woman on
her identification.

POLICE/SHERIFF LOG
Kentucky State Police
• Kentucky State Police Post 1 in Mayfield reported 13 DUI arrests, 26
accident reports and 33 criminal arrests for the week ending Jan. 13.
Calloway County Fire-Rescue
• Four trucks and eight personnel responded to a tool shed fire Saturday
at 916 Tucker Garland Road:residence of Russ Howard. The shed was a
total loss and the cause is unknown.
Murray Police Department
• Ellen Goerner. 22. Murray, was arrested Friday for one count of complicity to first-degree burglary, two counts of complicity to second-degree
burglary and three counts of complicity to third-degree burglary. She is
currently lodged in the Calloway County Detention Center on a $5,500
cash bond.
• Christopher Ryan McClure, 18, Mayfield, was arrested Saturday for
possession of marijuana, possession of drug paraphernalia and receiving
stolen property. He was released Sunday from the Calloway County Detention Center on a $500 cash bond.
(Information gatheredfrom reports, citations and logsfrom the respective agencies.)
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James Howard Kuykendall
The funeral for James Howard Kuykendall was Sunday at 2:30 p.m. in
the chapel of Murray-Calloway Funeral Home. The Rev. Randy Kuykendall and the Rev. Billy Turner officiated. Music was by Susan Darnell and
Freda Jones, singers, with Dwane Jones as organist.
Pallbearers were John Lax, Lowell Key, Steve Knott, Sonny Lockhart,
Gene Wrye and Tommy Dan Story, active; Dub Hurt, Tolbert Story and
John Ray, honorary. Burial was in Sinking Spring Cemetery.
Mr. Kuykendall, 79, Highway 94 West. Murray, died Friday, Jan. 12,
2001, at 2:30 a.m. at Long Term Care Unit of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Retired salesman for Purdom Motors, Murray. he was a member and
deacon of Sinking Spring Baptist Church and a member of Murray Lodge
No. 105 Free and Accepted Masons.
His wife, Mrs. Ora Wrye Kuykendall, to whom he was married June
19, 1939, died July 18, 1999. One son, James Edward Kuykendall, and
one brother, Hassell Kuykendall, also preceded him in death. Born June
20, 1921, he was the son of the late Haney Kuykendall and Opal Story
Kuykendall.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Deborah Darnell and husband,
Gene; one granddaughter, Mrs. Jeanne Bogard and husband, Steve; one
grandson, Dustin Darnell and wife, Susan; and three great-grandchildren,
Ashley, Alyssa and Braden Bogard, all of Murray; a sister-in-law, Mrs.
Freda Kuykendall, Paducah; an uncle, Tolbert Story and wife, Pauline.
Hazel; a cousin, Louise Orr, Mayfield.

Cirt T. Collins
Cirt T. Collins, 64, Benton, died Friday. Jan. 12. 2001, at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
He-was the son of the •late Luther Collins and Minnie Bell Mauzy Collins.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Martha Kay Faughn Collins; four
daughters, Mrs. Tina Pigg, Murray, Ms. Crystal Collins, Brunswick, Ga.,
Mrs. Pam Gagnon, Utica, Miss., and Ms. Anita Collins, New Concord;
two sons, Cirt Collins Jr., Benton, and David Wayne Collins, Metropolis,
Ill.; one sister, Mrs. Barbara Griffin, Princeton; two brothers, Ernie Collins, Benton, and George Collins, West Frankfort, Ill.; six grandchildren.
Filbeck & Cann Funeral Home, Benton,_ is in charge of arrangements,
-but no services are scheduled.

Miss Betty Lou Bizzell
The funeral for Miss Betty Lou Bizzell will be today at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Kendrick Lewis and Dr.
Thomas Yoder will officiate. Music will be by Gary McClure and M.J.
Pace.
Pallbearers will be Joe Futrell, Justin Crouse, Jimmy Crouse, Brad Haley, Mike Haley and Kim Riddle. Burial will follow in Temple Hill Cemetery.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
Miss Bizzell, 67, Murray, died Friday, Jan. 12, 2001, at 7:50 p.m. at
Long Term Care Unit of Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She had retired from Bell South Telephone Company after 37 years of
service. She had also been a caregiver for many persons since her retirement. She was a member of Independence United Methodist Church.
One sister, Joyce Haley Allock, died in 1995. Born May 13. 1933, in
Calloway County, she was the daughter of the late Boyd Bizzell and Larue
Mathis Bizzell.
Survivors include one sister. Mrs. Ruby Moody and husband, James.
Murray; one aunt, Mrs. Tennie Colson, Murray; seven nieces and nephews, Sandra Barnes, Joe Futrell, Barry Futrell, Angie Crouse. Sheri Riddle, Mike Haley and Brad Haley; 12 great-nieces and nephews; one greatgreat-nephew.

Zoorific signups due
Registration should be completed
now for primary teachers who plan
to attend Zoorific, a free workshop presented by Murray State
University's Center for Economic
Education and School-To-Careers.
Zoorific is scheduled Jan. 16
from 4 to 7 p.m. at West Kentucky Tech, 5200 Blandville Rd..
Paducah.
Zoorific is a program from the
popular EconomicsAmerica curriculum that touches on the tremendous interest that primary children
have in animals and blends that
curiosity within all areas of the
curriculum to teach economics
through the zoo environment.
Important economic concepts
are taught by the use of teachermade puppets.
Goals are to strengthen decision-making and critical thinking
skills that primary school children
can apply to real-life situations.
Everyone who participates in
the workshop will receive teach-

ing strategies specially developed
for teaching economics, free training and a teacher's kit that includes
lessons and handouts.
The workshop is also approved
by the Kentucky Department of
Education for three hours of professional development credit.
Opportunities for a visit from animals at the local Human Society
can also be coordinated.
Participants should report to
room 214D. A light dinner will
be served during the workshop.
Although there is no charge to
participants, space is limited and
teachers are asked to register as
soon as possible to reserve their
space.
For more information or to register for this free workshop contact Barry Brown, director of the
MSU center at (270) 762-4277 or
e-mail:
barry.brown@murraystate.edu.
Another contact is Janice
Vaughn, field director, (270) 3954997, jvaughn5@apex.net.

Calloway students make
Vanderbilt dean's list
academic
outstanding
The
achievements of undergraduates at
Vanderbilt University have been
honored with publication of the
Fall 2000 Dean's Lists for the
College of Arts and Science. School
of Engineering. Peabody College
of Education and human development and Blair School of Music.
Students from the Calloway
county area are Kimberly Ann
Howard, daughter of Dr. and Mrs.
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Russell Howard. honors; Robert
Sawyer Howard, son of Dr. and
Mrs. Russell Howard. honors; and
Ashley Nicole Ellison. daughter of
Connie Ellison, dean's list.
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Charles E. Henson
Charles E. Henson, 75, Tubbs Road, Benton, died Sunday, Jan. 14,
2001, at 2 a.m. at his home.
A farmer, he was a member of South Marshall Baptist Church.
One son, Charles Edward Henson, one grandchild, three sisters and
three brothers all preceded him in death. He was the son of the late William Eldridge Henson and Haley Jane Henson.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Gustie Trimble Henson; one daughter,
Mrs. Janie Dunn, Dexter; four sons, Eucklie Henson, Jackie Henson and
William Walter Henson, all of Benton, and Roger Dale Henson, Murray;
one sister, Mrs. Ruth West, Hardin; 13 grandchildren; nine great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral
Home, Benton. The Rev. Howard Conner and Rev. Russell Dunn will officiate. Burial will follow in Birmingham Cemetery, Benton.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Monday).

Mrs. Julia Belle Kimball
Mrs. Julia Belle Kimball, 88, Mayfield, mother of Ms. Jean Gray of
New Concord, died Friday, Jan. 12, 2001, at 10:30 p.m. at Green Acres
Healthcare, Mayfield.
She was a member of First Baptist Church, Mayfield, and had been a
former secretary at First Baptist Church, Petersburg, Va.
Her husband, Harold Kimball, one sister and two brothers, all preceded
her in death. She was the daughter of the late William McCleary and Lela
Price McCleary.
Mrs. Kimball is survived by one daughter, Ms. Jean Gray, New Concord; four grandchildren, Ashley Matheny, Kim Gray and Tracey Gray, all
of Mayfield, and Leslie Grogan, Collierville, Tenn.; seven great-grandchildren.
2 p.m. at First Baptist
- A memorial sevice will be Sunday:Jab:21
Church, Mayfield. The Rev. Bob Swift will officiate.
Byrn Funeral Home of Mayfield is in charge of arrangements, but no
visitation is scheduled.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of donations to First Baptist Church New Ministries Building Fund, 118 W. South, Mayfield, KY
42066.

Robert L. Easley

Robert L. Easley. 84, Farmington, died Sunday, Jan. 14, 2001, at 3:34
a.m. at Veterans Affairs Hospital, Marion, Ill.
A retired oil field worker, he was also a seven-employed woodcutter.
He was an Army veteran and a member of Farmington Baptist Church.
He was the son of the late Oscar Easley and Josephine Ray Easley.
Four sisters and four brothers also preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Mary Gladys Johnston Easley; one
stepdaughter, Mrs. Mary Cope, Paducah; two stepsons, Bill Steward, Danville, and Dale Steward, Cuba; two sisters, Mrs. Burnell Parchman and
Mrs. Sue Calhoun, Mayfield; one brother, Ernest Easley, East Prairie,_
Mo.; four grandchildren, Kathy Holder, Dianna Knight and Mark Cope, all
of Hickory, and Stan Steward, Murray; nine great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Byrn Funeral
Home, Mayfield. The Rev. Harry Yates and the Rev. Curtis Rice will officiate. Burial will follow in Farmington Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral after 5 p.m. today (Monday).

Harold J. Lents
Harold J. Lents, 94, Hardin, died Saturday, Jan. 13, 2001, at Britthaven
of Benton.
He was a member of Hardin Church of Christ and of tool and dye Makers Union.
One son, Harold Pat Lents, three sisters. Mrs. Leora Powell, Mrs. Cleo
Duke and Mrs. Trixie Hiett, and five brothers, Jesse Lents, Elwood Lents,
Lendell Lents, Holland Lents and Charles Lents, all preceded him in
death. He was the son of the late Jeff Lents and Dora Henson Lents.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Georgia Afton Washburn Lents. to
whom he had been married for 74 years; one sister, Mrs. Hazel Edwards,
Benton; one granddaughter, Lisa Lents, Detroit, Mich.; one great-granddaughter, Rachel Lents; one stepgranddaughter, Christine Glownick; one
stepgrandson, Terry Pruitt.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Filbeck & Cann
Funeral Home, Benton. Mark Hurt will officiate. Burial will follow in
Murray Memorial Gardens. Murray.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Monday).
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make up Shane Lee a new look
through a facade grant from the.
Kentucky Heritage Council.
"Judy will be removing the
metal front that has obscured the
upper story of her buildings for
some time," Taffler said. "She will
open her second story windows,
patch and repaint the brick and,:
stucco facades where needed. The
storefronts will be painted and new
signage will be added.
"In addition to the exterior
work, Judy will give the interior a
new look and will use both storefronts for retail. Main Street is excited for Judy and looks forward to having another building restored in
downtown. We are delighted to see
building renovations underway.
which is part of the mission of the
Main Street program."
The new Murray Main Street office will be located downtown on
the second floor of the Union Planters Bank building on the corner ot
Fourth and Main streets. Office
hours will be 9 a.m. tip 4 p.m. Monday through Friday. Call 759-9474
for more information
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Murray Main Street will move
its office the week of Jan. 15 from
303 Main St., where it has been
housed for the past two years, to
the Union Planters Bank.
The Main Street office has been
located in the Shane Lee building
owned by Bob and Judy Futrell.
"Our street side office with its
easy public access and visibility
was a real boon for our young organization," said Manager Robin
Taffler.
Murray Main Street has outgrown its current office space and
is no longer able to hold board or
committee meetings in the office
because-of-expanding nunibers.
"Union Planters Bank has allowed us to hold meetings in their
second-floor space," Taffler said.
"So when Main Street began looking for new office accommodations
a move directly across the street to
Union Planters seemed only natural. The bank and its employees
have embraced us. They have made
this move as easy for us as possible."
In addition, the Futrells are planning to give their two buildings that

Buying or
Selling Stock?

All subscriptions payable in
advance. Home delivery 6 days a

(January, 2001)

753-4703

Main Street moves
to Union Planters
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Murray Lions Club vice president Darrel McFerron presents
a certificate of appreciation to Donna Herndon, coordinator
of the Calloway County Family Resource Center. Herndon
presented a program at the Jan. 9 meeting of the club on
the 40 developmental assets that determine success in
youths.
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Spat means little to public
F(ANKPOR I, h). (AP) — In
the General Assembly. where minor
CAPITOL THOUGHTS
disagreements can sometimes get
of we .
spat
a
proportion,
blown out of
.•.
over statutory committees means little outside the Capitol.
MARK CHELLGREN
The committees, which review
" executive branch construction and
Associated Press Writer
bonding, regulations and contracting, have no legal authority to do
The marble analogy may be tee chairmen.
much of anything but meet. Any appropriate.
Holding a chairmanship connotes
recommendations they make can
For while they can be collect- some additional influence and is
be ignored by administrators with ed, or used to flick at one anoth- something to display for the votno real consequences.
er with the winner accumulating ers at re-election time.
But they have enormous poten- the pile, marbles can also be used
The legislature's elected leadtial as political platforms, which in a slingshot with potentially more ers use chairmanships to reward
probably explains the whole con- damaging consequences.
supporters and having a few less
troversy.
The committees' influence goodies in the bag to hand out is
Three of the committees have comes from focusing attention on not something House leaders want
four House members and three a contract, project or regulation. to face.
from the Septe, _,
Min %tersely,' WiTriarns would
That translates into political" cibttt:
Two have five Democrats and
Williams has said the commit- have at least three more plums to
, two Republicans while the third tees oversee the "gravy train" of use as enticements to try to keep
is 4-3 Democratic. The fourth has state government.
his GOP colleagues in line.
equal menthership between the two
The latest disagreement could
Democrats acknowledge the
chambers and parties and has a GOP potential for political mischief.
also spill over into the House.
...chairwoman.
House Democrats, who hold a
Rep. Brent Yonts. D-Greenville,
- Republican Senate President said the committees already fulfill huge 66-34 advantage over Repub.Williams has been trying for a
the legislative intent of keeping licans, were outraged their Senate
:year to gain control of the coman eye on executive branch activ- counterparts even agreed to the
mittees.
ity. Yonts said Republicans want initial offering.
He first tried to get it during
But in the interest of partisan
something else — "Whether you
the 2000 session, but was stopped
you solidarity, the House Democrats
whether
or
oversight
have
by the House, which has tradimay impose retribution on House
have harassment."
tionally held most of the seats on
Woody Allen, R-Morgan- Republicans.
Rep.
.. the committees and the chairmanAnd House Democratic Leader
town, the Republican whip in the
...ships.
Stumbo said his side would
Greg
reguthe
of
member
and
House
When Williams failed to win
•
it could to help Senate
what
do
Republican
said
committee
lations
concessions after the session, he
from getting hurt too
Democrats_
control
goiacLpayfurther
would_
responded by refusing to let interlater this
redistricting
in
badly
interests.
emment
im committee meetings begin.
"A two-party system creates year.
During the organizational part
Lost in the partisan debate is
of the legislative session earlier competition. One party would cater
actual work of the committhe
said
Allen
administration,"
the
to
this month, Senate Democrats said
tees, as typified by Rep. Bob
Williams enlisted them in an effort in an interview.
Rep. John Arnold of Sturgis, Heleringer, a Louisville Republito gain numerical parity between
chairman of the regulations can and member of the contract
the
the House and Senate on the comhad a slightly differ- review panel virtually since its
committee,
mittees.
Senate Deanocrats said they ent take but agreed • that Republi- creation 21 years ago.
Heleringer said the committees
balked when Williams upped the can control would make a differhave a goal of disapprovshould
ence.
along
go
they
ante and insisted
- "Since we're Democrats, and ing contracts worth a certain dolwith a plan to install Republican
Senate chairmen on all the com- the pawnor's a Demacrat.,(Repub- lar amount each month.
Most of the services would
!leans) would probably find more
mittees.
—
When they refused, Williams fault with regulations that come nev.L&_..lussed Heleringer said the lack of diliarbitrarily assigned the 18 Demo- 'through," Arnold said. "I think it
cratic senators to committees and would be more chaos, more grid- gence,. he said, may stem from
the majority of the committee memtook away one of their slots on lock."
Long, a member of the con- bers sharing the same political
the all-important Appropriations and
tracts and regulations committees, party as the governor.
Revenue Committee.
"I think we do more watching
"I think it's like two kids in said Republicans want a big stick.
"They're going to use it as a than we do dogging," Heleringer
the school yard arguing over who's
forum to beat on the governor, said.
got the most marbles.
If a Republican ever gets elect"It's important to • legislators. basically," Long said.
There is also the matter of leg- ed governor, "I like to think we'd
but it's probably not important to
the general public," said Sen. Mar- islative perquisite. One of the main cut some of that garbage,"
shall Long, D-Shelbyville, one of reasons there are so many com- Heleringer said. "But the cynic in
the primary protagonists in the mittees in the General Assembly me says, no, it'd just be different
Is so there can be more commit- people."
disagreement.
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EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
Jan. 8 - Globe and Mail, Toronto, on punishment for premarital sex:
Despite an international protest, spearheaded by
Canada, a Nigerian judge has decided to go ahead
with the flogging of a 17-year-old girl for breaking a law against premarital sex. On Jan. 27,
Bariya Ibrahim Magazu is to receive 180 lashes
with a cane - - a beating that could conceivably
kill her.
Judge Idris Usman Gusau insists she will come
to no serious harm. Authorities will monitor her
condition throughout the flogging, and can halt it
if she cannot cope with it all at once.
Judge Gusau misses the point. The fact that a
17-year-old girl is to be flogged is barbarous in
the first place, whether or not it threatens her life.
... Her only crime, if it can be called that, is to
have had sex before marriage. That may be against
the moral code of the conservative Muslims who
,administer Islamic taw in Ms:'Magaliii'S - northern
region, but to make it a crime is absurd and to
beat her for it repugnant.
... Having sex outside marriage should not warrant a flogging in any civilized society, whatever
its moral views. Flogging is an odious practice,
especially when inflicted on a young mother like
Ms. Magazu.
No law, Muslim, or otherwise, can condone such
behavior. The government of Canada should renew
its protests and hope that Judge Gusau sees reason before Jan. 27.
Jan. 8 - The Irish Times, Dublin, Ireland, on
media freedom:
It has been made clear by recent events in
Prague that citizens of the Czech Republic place
a high value on media freedom.
The appointment_of_ Mr. Iiri Hodac as director
general of the Czech state television service has
raised the issue of political cronyism. Journalists
have barricaded themselves into the Prague studios. More than 100,000 people have taken to the
streets in protest and parliament has begun a process
which should soon lead to Mr. Hodac's removal
from office.
Political appointments to the main television services, with consequent influence on programming,
have not been unknown in many countries in Western Europe but the response has been one of apathy, both from journalists and the general public.
However, the people of the Czech Republic have
a bitter historical experience in this sphere.
They are more aware than most, that creeping
politicisation of the media, particularly of television, needs constant vigilance. ...
In Russia, President Putin's administration has
moved towards ensuring that the only major media
group which opposed his election is brought to
heel.
There are attempts to place political restrictions
on newspaper articles in Hungary. Much remains
to be done in Serbia to free television from political shackles.

Not for the first time in recent history, have the
Czech people set an example for the rest of the
world. It is an example not only to be welcomed.
It is to be admired.
Jan. 8 - Dagens Nyheter, Stockholm, Sweden,
on U.S. President Bill Clinton's peace mediating
efforts:
U.S. President Bill Clinton has supervised the
enlargement of NATO, sent warships to help Taiwan when Chinese missiles landed in the young
democracy's territorial waters and maintained a
tough line against the peace threats in Baghdad.
But most of all he himself probably wants to be
remembered for his peace mediating efforts.
The peace agreement in Northern Ireland in
1998 was historic.
After almost 30 years of violence and 3,000
a rcal hope for pease in, .
death victims, there was
the-province. - Many unique circumstances teamed
up to make the agreement impossible, but clearly
the U.S. role was central. Clinton himself took an
active part — during the decisive night he was in
telephone contact with the major negotiators.
In the Middle East the successes and setbacks
have succeeded each other.
An increasingly active Clinton has had -to witness how an agreement is signed and negotiations
deadlocked.
It is however doubtful if there is time enough
for him to be able to see the big breakthrough,
that of (Israeli -Prime Minister Ehud) Barak and
(Palestinian leader Yasser) Arafat accepting his
newly presented peace plan, before it is time to
make room for George W. Bush in a couple of
weeks.
Jan. 8 - New Straits Times, Kuala Lumpur,
Malaysia, on the new Thai government:
We hope the new government in Thailand will
be able to tackle the massive problems facing the
country. The thinking is the country needs to inspire
confidence, especially among foreign investors.
Thailand's ruling Democrats have conceded defeat
to the Thai Rak Thai (Thais Love Thais) party,
led by tycoon Thaksin Shinawatra.
As close neighbors, we are naturally concerned
With adverse developments in Thailand.
Anything bad which takes place there will affect
others in the region. Conversely, what is good for
Thailand is good for us in the region. There is
basis for our worry. The Philippines is battling
with its own proble_ms_and,_so isAndonesia
And if Thailand does not get its act together,
the repurcussions for us and other neighbors could
be serious.
Foreign investors look at the region as a whole.
It is a reality we have to accept. Nobody wants
to put his money in a place which is beset with
difficulties.
We cannot afford to go the way we did three
years ago, when we were hit by the Asian financial crisis.

Cuts fuel Irish economy
DUBLIN — "Prosperity is a
new visitor to Ireland," said the
taxi driver. "She's not been here
before."
The Irish economy is booming,
thanks mainly to the "supply-side
economics" derided by big government• devotees in America and
by editorial writers for influential
publications' such as The Economist and Financial Times.
Irish Finance Minister Charlie
McCreevy ignored their advice.
He cul taxes by more than $1 billion in this fomerly impoverished
nation and watched its economy
take off. The budget surplus of
more than $2 billion and a 9 percent increase in the gross national product has allowed McCreevy
to begin paying down government
debt. He is also cutting spending
in some areas, most notably in
Social Community and Family
Affairs. That agency's budget was
reduced by about $100 million
because so many former recipients of government checks now
have jobs and no longer need
assistance.
An editorial in the Irish Independent newspaper said many of
the newly employed hold the "right
kind of jobs."
Forty percent of those jobs pay
$25,000 a year or more. That puts
additional money into government
coffers because more people are
working and paying taxes.
Businesses can now afford to
hire new employees because their
taxes have been cut and they have
more capital to spend.
Those familiar with the old
impoverished Ireland chronicled in
Frank McCourt's "Angela's Ashes"
recall a nation in which emigration topped immigration and poverty seemed like a permanent resident.
No more. Housing starts are up
substantially. Six years ago, the government reported that 6,731 new

CAL'S THOUGHTS

of_
CAL THOMAS
Syndicated Columnist
houses were built. Last year, there
were 10,399 housing starts and
their cost was about $20,000 greater
than in prosperous Northern Ireland.
In the trendy and traffic-free
Gafton Street shopping area, postChristmas consumers were literally wall-to-wall. When fatigue or
hunger made them pause, they
flooded moderately expensive
restaurants. Following dinner, some
headed home in expensive cars
while others returned for more
purchases.
Rosy economic projections of
just a year ago have been eclipsed.
The workforce is at record high
levels. Income tax receipts tripled
estimates. The Value Added Tax
on goods and services is 5 percent above projections. Perhaps no
figure demonstrates the power of
the prosperity engine more than
the tax on corporate profits, wbich
were up in 1999 by 13 percent
over the previous year.
The American economics consultant, Polyconomics, which
helped fuel the supply side policies of the Reagan years, thus
launchint the American economic
boom, chose McCreevy as its "Man
of the Year." It said his tax reforms
have single-handedly been the catalyst behind Western Europe's
"gigantic shift toward pro-growth
reform."
In view of such a stunning economic expansion, why did a reporter
ask President-elect George W. Bush
this question last week: "As you
prepare your economic plan to
submit to Congress. I'm wonder-

ing if you could tell us, do you
believe, sir, that if you cut taxes,
whether it's the marriage penalty
or marginal rates, revenues to the
federal government necessarily
increase, that is to say, you adopt
the Reagan philosophy that lower
taxes create a revenue source for
the government and do not create
deficit problems in the future?"
In his answer, Bush said, "I do
believe that a properly structured
tax relief plan will cause revenues
eventually to go up. I believe that
a tax relief package, if properly
structured, and I'm confident ours
is properly structured, will encourage economic growth and vitality
and more job creation."
That is precisely what happened
because of the Reagan tax cuts
(and those of John F. Kennedy
nearly 40 years ago). In the Reagan era, the deficit would never
have materialized to the extent it
did had the Democrat-controlled
Congress reduced spending to give
the economy more time to produce the new tax revenues it eventually did.
For those too young too recall
the Reagan boom, or who have
forgotten, or who believe the fiction from liberal Democrats and certain editorial writers that government must be fed before people,
they should come to Ireland.
Many expatriates are returning
home to find their country as beautiful as ever, but with new economic incentives that make one
appreciate the color of money
almost as much as the color of
the grass on the lovely hills.
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JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
Talking with Jo Cleta Williams on Friday and she was telling
about an incident she had experienced.
After the New Year's holiday she went to Wal-Mart to get
some items. She unloaded her items into her car and put the
buggy back into the area. When she arrived home, she realized her purse was missing. She immediately returned to the
parking place at Wal-Mart to check the buggies in the area.
Jo then went to the customer service center to just check to
see if her purse had been turned in there. The representative
said "yes a woman and her little boy had just turned in a
purse." Jo described her purse and the clerk gave it to her.
Nothing was missing from the purse.
Jo said she wished she knew the identity of the lady that
returned the purse so she could give her a reward. "This has
been a wonderful experience in my life to realize the honesty
and integrity of some people," Jo added.

Music Department will meet
Music Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the club house. Dr. Randall Black and Kim Black
will present the program. Names will be tabled for membership.
Hostesses will be Mary Beth hays, Judith Hill, Mary Ann Russell,
Kim Scott, Linda Scott and Pamela Seward.

Free checks on Tuesday
Free blood pressure checks will be given Tuesday from noon to
2 p.m. at Murray Seventh-Day Adventist Church.

Quilt Lovers will meet
Quilt Lovers of Murray are scheduled to meet Tuesday at 6
p.m. at the Calloway County Public Library.

Singles will meet Tuesday
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet Tuesday at 7
p.m. in the main conference room of Calloway Inn. For information call Barbara at 436-5032, Vicky after 4 p.m. at 759-5395
or Jackie at 1-270-247-7754.

Hospital retirees to meet Tuesday
Retirees and former employees of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will meet for lunch on Tuesday at 11 a.m. at Dutch Essenhaus Restaurant. For information call Lottie Brandon at 753-3517
' or Nancy McClure at 492-8640.

Grandparents meeting Tuesday
Murray City Schools Family Resource Youth Services Center
"Grandparents Raising grandchildren" support group will meet Tuesday at the center, 812 Poplar St. Lunch will be served at noon
and the speaker will be Ruth Daughaday. Call the center at 7599592 for information or transportation.

Hazel Lodge will meet
Woodmen of the World Lodge 138 will meet Tuesday at 6 p.m.
at Pagliai's Restaurant, Murray.

Workshop at CCHS Tuesday
A Financial Aid Workshop for Calloway County High School
seniors and their parents will be Tuesday from 6:30 to 8 p.m. in
the high school cafeteria. For more information call 762-7375, ext.
106.

Oaks' event planned
Ladies of the Oaks Country Club will play Bridge Wednesday
at 9:30 a.m. at the club. Hostess will be Crystal Parks, phone 7534645.

MHS banquet changed
Tickets for the Murray High School football banquet, changed
from Jan. 25 to Feb. 11 at 6:30 p.m. at Murray State University
Curris Center are now on sale. Tickets are $12.50 each and are
available by calling Janice Hedges at 753-1176, or Krista Crass at
759-1506. The deadline to buy tickets is now Jan. 31 and there
will be no tickets sold at the door.

West View plans activities
West View Nursing Home has planned activities for its residents. Tuesday events will be Sensory Games at 8:30 a.m., Coffee
HOur at 10 a.m.. Bingo at 2 p.m. and MSU Visits at 6:30 p.m.

Chamberlain speaks
for IAAP meeting
Dr. Don Chamberlain, chair of
the department of accounting at
Murray State University, presented the program at a meeting of
Murray Chapter of International
Association Administrative Professionals (IAAP).
The speaker expressed his appreciation to his administrative professional, Melva Hatcher, for nominating him and the chapter for
honoring him with the 2000 Executive of the Year award.
Chamberlain emphasized the
many benefits of_membershi2
He has asked all deans and chairs
at MSU to encourage their administrative professional to consider
membership in IAAP.
Any one interested in a professional organization call Murray
Chapter's membership chair, Laura
Dziekonski at 753-4926 or check

BIRTHS
Jarod Gunner Smith
Mr. and Mrs. John A. Smith of 3820 Beech Grove Rd., Farmington, are the parents of a son, Jarod Gunner Smith, born on Thursday, Jan. 4, 2001, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed six pounds 13 ounces and measured 19 1/2
inches. The mother is the former Johnna K. McCuan. Two sisters are
Lacey McCuan and Katlyn Smith and a brother is Jonathon (Hunter)
Smith.
Grandparents are John H. McCuan and the late Margaret McCuan
of Farmington and the late Hiram B. and Lucille A. (Mitzi) Smith.

Logan Reed Curd
Mr. and Mrs. Kelly Don Curd of 206 South 11th St., Murray, are
the parents of a son, Logan Reed Curd, born on Tuesday, .lan. 9.
2001, at 2:11 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed seven pounds 11 ounces and measured 21 inches: The mother.-is the -former -Bethany Reed. •
Grandparents are Don and Judy Curd of 1560 Canterbury, Murray
and Bill and Norma Reed, 373 Curd Rd., Hardin.

DON CHAMBERLAIN
the headquarters
www.iaap-hq.org.

web

site

at

Super Saturdays
planned by MSU
Murray State University's Center for Gifted Studies will again
bring its successful Super Saturdays program to the campus.
The Super Saturdays Program
brings together the region's best
students, top quality faculty and
intellectually stimulating study topics for four consecutive Saturdays
beginning Feb. 3.
Study topics include Cartography, Spanish, Geology and Cartooning. The program will meet
from 9:30 a.m. to noon every Saturday in February with all courses taught on the campus in MU,ray.

The courses are intended to
challenge students and to provide
enriching opportunities at a more
rapid pace and in smaller groups
than are usually found in their
schools.
Super Saturdays is open to gifted and talented, and other exceptional children in primary level 1
through grade 5.
Registrations are currently being
taken and enrollment is limited.
To register, or to find out more
information on the program and
requirements, call 762-3662 or 1 800-669-7654,-

THETA DEPARTMENT...Serving as officers of Theta Department of the Murray _Woman's Club are, from left, Peggy
Myer., treasurer, Sue Miller. secretary, Teresa Butler, vice
chairman, and Sylvia Puckett, chairman.

Pittenger wins honors
Megan Pittenger, 6, of Murray
won honors at the Country Christmas Beauty Pageant held Dec. 10
in Paris, Tenn.
She received trophies for best
personality, prettiest hair, prettiest
smile, most photogenic, best
dressed and most talented in the
age group of 4 to 6.
Pittenger was also crowned
supreme queen in the age division of 0 to 6 years.
A first grade student at Southwest Elementary School, Pittenger
is the daughter of Dennis and
Stacey Pittenger of Murray.

Special celebration
at Lake Cumberland
Kentucky's Native American tra- such as stone carving and basditions will be highlighted in a icetmaking, and entertain with
special celebration Jan. 26 and 27 Native American dance, story
at Lake Cumberland State Resort telling and flute playing.
Park near Jamestown.
The day will close with a bufThe event will begin Friday falo dinner.
evening with a presentation by
The package price of $134 per
Cherokee educator and cultural
couple includes two nights' lodgexpert Diamond Brown who will
ing, all sessions and the buffalo
discuss the concept of being stewdinner.
Earth.
ards of Mother
For more information call Steve
Throughout the day on Saturat the park at 1-270-343Thomas
day, Native Americans will discuss the roles of men and women 3111. For reservations call tollin native society, demonstrate skills free at 1-800-325-1709

Don't foTget...

7
6
7

Girl Scouts
always
needs
I Volunteers!

CELLTOUCH,inc.

Call 270/443-8704
or 888/771-5171
Girl Scouts
for details.

No Long Distance

Dixieland Shopping Center

$19.95

(Behind Hardee.* or, Chestnut St.)

We service what we sell!

$19.95 Digital Phone'
& Car Charger

be craved tir early
raisble os rev. re yea,servos agreene-it Sullied to creed Mock end valves! Fee rellrria,i-in
rebate
rrnination of contract Other restrictons may apply After

STILL HAVE TIME TO MAKE YOUR
NEW YEARS RESOLUTION COME TRUE!

Narcotics Anonymous will meet
Narcotics Anonymous will meet Friday and Sunday at 7 p.m. at
St. John's Episcopal Church, Main and Broach Streets, Murray.
These are open meetings. For information call 762-0271 or 4365489.

AA meetings scheduled
Alcoholics Anonymous (AA) will meet at 8 p.m. on Monday.
Tuesday, Friday and Saturday, at 11 a.m. on Wednesday and 4 p.m.
Sunday at American Legion Hall, Maple and South Sixth Streets,
Murray. The only requirement for attendance is a desire to stop
drinking. For information call 436-5073 or 436-5675..

Come join us for the Millennium Perm
•
Special $20.01 41
Using tie some professional perms you have otways counted on
Shampoo. Cut & Style Included

Mt spa
>c> Lam.
h,
CI .
Haw%

(

ilaircare ct.<

It it, lurk l'14/.1.
I 2111 tit t lia.,iltid behind
Tees. Then.. I Ft 11;1 in It, b r in Si 9.1111 Ii' 4 p or

753-0542

Full Service Heir Salon • Welk-Ins Only
I ong hair, specialty wraps. color treated hair exti.i
Not Valid With Any Other Discounts

BEFORE

Presented by
Glendale Place

I ruth McF arida'
Ihrt•clor

NOTHING TO SNEEZE AT

Glendale lists events
Glendale Place has planned activities for its residents. Tuesday
events will be Blessings at 8:30 a.m., Exercise at 9 a.m., Banks
and Grocery at 9:30 a.m. and Evening Reflections with Carolyn
West at 4 p.m.

Senior Circuit

1100 minutes
vemenwireless

1
1

grie
MEGAN PMENGER

DURING

AFTER

HI-ENERGY
WEIGHT CONTROL CENTER

(270)767-0780
305 N. 12th St.• University Plaza • Ilrs: 9 a.m.-5 p.m.

The flu is a respiratory infection
caused by the influenza virus that
is responsible for at least 45,000
deaths annually in this country
due to flu-related complications
such as pneumonia. Ninety percent of these deaths involve peo
pie over age 65. The flu can also
lead to other complications (such
as dehydration) and worsen
underlying medical conditions
(such as congestive heart failure
or asthma). Nearly one-third ot
all people over age 50 have ii
chronic medical problem, such as
diabetes: heart, lung, or kidney
ailments; or a suppressed immune
system, that puts them at risk for
flu-related problems. For these
reasons, the Centers for Disease'
ontrol and Prevention recently
lowered the recommended age
for annual flu vaccination from
65 to 50.
If you haven't had your flu vac:nation yet, now is the time! This
especially important if you're
er 50 and have a chronic medal condition. If you are an older
adult who is ready for a change of
pace, consider retirement living
at GLENDALE PLACE. For
more information, call 759-1555,
see us at 905 Glendale Road.
he Affordable Choice for
Independent Living."
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Stansberry's
FTs boost
Lady Racers

Panther pair guns
down Racers 79-63
By SCOTT NANNEY
Editor
CHARLESTON, Ill. - Perimeter defense has been an Achilles'
heel for the Murray State Racers
for much of the 2000-01 season.
And that's not the problem to
have when facing the Ohio Valley Conference's top two scorers.
The Racers (7-7, 2-1 OVC)
found that out Saturday when Eastern Illinois unleashed the combo
of Henry Domercant and Kyle Hill,
who entered the contest leading
the league at 24.7 and 22.5 points
per ganie, reSpedively2
Both players scored over their
average — 26 points apiece — to
lead the Panthers (10-5, 3-1) to a
convincing 79-63 victory over Murray, at Lantz Gymnasium. It was
the' Racers' worst OVC loss in
four years.
• -We knew this was going to
be a tough game going in," said
MSU head coach Tevester Anderson, whose squad lost to EIU for
the first time in eight meetings.
"Our scorers didn't scorer for us,
and we couldn't stop them ... This
was a disappointing game."
Murray received a hint of things
to come early in the first half, as
Eastern Illinois opened a 16-10
advantage on the shooting of
Domercant and Hill.
The forward-guard duo combined for three 3-point baskets in
the first seven minutes of action
to give the Panthers their six-point
lead. EIU held a 36-26 edge at

Sports

Lady Pilots
to take on
No. 1 MHS
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
The Murray Lady Tigers got a
glimpse of today's 6 p.m. quarterfinal foe when MHS hosted
Saturday's play-in games for the
All 'A' Classic First Region boys'
and girls' tournaments.
Eighth-seeded Fulton Count
-earned the right to face No. 1
Murray (11-3) at Racer Arena with
a 61-47 victory over No. 9 Ballard Memorial.
Jamie Turner scored 19 points
while Mindy McClerkin had 16
and Shameika Johnson added 12
for the Lady Pilots (2-9), who
lost to the Lady Tigers in last
year's All 'A' championship game
as MHS claimed back-to-back titles
and its fourth in five years.
Emily Story led the Lacl,
Bombers (1-9) with 27 points.
In boys' action Saturday. No.
8 Heath (6-8) defeated No. 9 Hickman County (1-10) 57-44 and No.
7 Ballard Memorial (5-9) routed
No. 10 Christian Fellowship (113) 80-30.
Heath will meet No. I Carlisle
County today at 7:45 p.m. while
Ballard advanced to Tuesday's 7:45
p.m. contest versus No. 2 Mayfield.
The Murray High Tigers (8-6)
will put their third seed on the
line Wednesday at 7:45 p.m. versus No. 6 Fulton County; while
No. 4 St. Mary and No. 5 Fulton City square off Wednesday at
6 p.m.

E. ILLINOIS 79, RACERS 63
MURRAY STATE (7-7, 2-1)
Victor 2-4 0-0 5. Spencer 7-13 8-12 22,
Hornig 2-7 1-2 5. Paschel 6-10 3-6 16,
Shumate 2-6 0-0 5, Burdine 4-13 0-0 10,
Whelchel 0-6 0-0 0, Thomas 0-1 0-0 0
Totals 23-60 12-20 63
EASTERN ILLINOIS (10-5, 3-1)
Bergmann 1-2 0-0 2, Domercant 9-17 5-6
26, Thompson 2-3 0-0 4, Hill 9-15 4-4
26. Britton 3-8 5-6 12, Henry 0-1 0-0 0,
Lewis 0-2 0-0 0, Herrera 0-1 0-0 0.
Thorsen 0-0 0-0 0, Kelly 0-1 0-0 0.
Mackinson 3-6 3-5 9 Totals 27-56 17-21
79
Halftime—E Illinois 36, Murray St. 26 3point goals—Murray St 5-20 (Burdine 26. Paschel 1-2. Shumate 1-2, Victor 1-3.
Spencer 0-1, Whelchel .076J. E. Illinois 821 (Hill 4-6, Domercant 3-7, Britton 1-5,
Henry 0-1, Lewis 0-1, Herrera 0-1)
Fouled Out—None Rebounds—Murray St
42 (Spencer 10, Hornig 10), E. Illinois 33
(Thompson 7) Assists—Murray St. 7
(Spencer 3. Paschel 3), E Illinois 17
(Hill 5, Britton 5). Total fouls—Murray St
19, E Illinois 19. A-4,382

the intermission.
To make matters worse, MSU
was without its best defender —
forward Cuthbert Victor — for
much of the game.
Victor, who sparked last Thursday's win over Southeast Missouri
State with 14 points and seven
rebounds, had emerged as the stopper Anderson had sought to cure
the Racers' defensive woes.
However, the 6-5 freshman was
a non-factor, picking up two quick
fouls and a third before halftime.
Victor scored just five points in
only 13 minutes of action.
With Victor out, Eastern feasted on the Racers' weakness, shooting 59 percent (16-of-27) in the

second half to build as much as
a 20-point lead. The Panthers shot
48 percent (27-of-56 for the game.
"Last year, we had a couple of
defensive stoppers," Anderson
noted. "But, this year, we haven't
found one to step up. Losing Victor like we did really hurt us."
Murray's offense also went
south. The Racers were cold from
the start, shooting only 31 percent (10-of-32) in the first half.
The Racers rebounded for a 46
percent (13-of-28) effort in the
second half, but couldn't match
EIU's production.
"We just couldn't put the ball
in the basket," Anderson said. "You
can't win games like that ... Give
Eastern Illinois credit. They have
one of the best shooting teams
I've ever seen."
The Racers placed three players in ,flouble figures. Forward
Isaac Spencer lead the way with
22 points while point guard Kevin
Paschel pumped in 16 and Justin
Burdine 10. But those numbers were
a bit deceiving. Spencer was 7of-13 from the field while Burdine was just 4-of-13.
"They just outplayed us," said
Spencer. "They shot the ball well,
and we had a tough night shooting. We had good looks at the
basket, but the shots weren't
fall i ng.Sophomore forward Antione
Whelchel, who has been MSU's
second leading scorer for much of
the year. epitomized the Racers'

SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & Times photo

GOING UP...Kevin Paschel glides in for a layup in the Murray State Racers' 79-63 loss to Eastern Illinois Saturday.
offensive night. going 0-of-6 from n't get anything to fall out there."
MSU will try to rebound from
the floor.
"I hurt the team because I did- the defeat on Thursday when it hosts
n't come to play," Whelchel noted. Morehead State in a 7:30 p.m.
"I felt like I played pretty well battle at the Regional Special Events
against SEMO, but I just could- Center.

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
CHARLESTON, Ill. — Fouled
with 1.2 seconds left, Liz Stansberry hit a pair of free throws to
give the Murray State Lady Racers (4-12, 2-3 Ohio Valley Conference) a 65-64 win over Eastern Illinois Saturday.
The host Lady Panthers (4-11,
0-4)took a 64-63 lead when Portery
Scott sank 1-of-2 foul shots with
54 seconds left following a steal
at halfcourt.
Renee Schaul had a chance to
increase E1U's advantage.,.but her
shot was off the mark and MSU
rebounded with 6.5 seconds to go.
After receiving an inbounds
pass at midcourt, Stansberry drove
the right baseline and missed the
shot, but she was fouled on the
play and nailed the free throws
to end the Lady Racers' eightgame losing streak.
Eastern had a chance to snap
a six-game losing skid after turning a 53-43 second-half deficit
into a 62-54 edge with 3:55 left.
But Stansberry ended the Lady
Panthers' 19-1 run with a 3-pointer en route to a 30-point night,
and Monika Gadson added 18
points and six rebounds for Murray. _
Schaul led EIU with 24 points
while Pam O'Connor scored 11
and Lauren Dailey had 10.
The Lady Racers return to action
Thursday when they visit OVC
foe Tennessee State at 5:30 p.m.
in Nashville, Tenn.

Giants bury Vikings
EAST RUTHERFORD, N.J.
(AP) — Ho-hum. Another NFC
championship game at the Meadowlands, another shutout for the
New York Giants.
Yet it wasn't the defense, which
held high-powered Minnesota to
114 yards and had five takeaways,
that drew the loudest praise in
Sunday's 41-0 rout. The Giants
•
are heading for their third Super
Bowl because their offense was
unstoppable and quarterback Kerry
Collins was a record-setter.
"It's reaffirming, when you get
to this point, of the things that
you're doing and the things that
you're trying to do the right way,"
said after he threw for
Collins
RAY OF LIGHT.. Baltimore linebacker Ray Lewis powered
and 381 yards in
touchdowns
five
the Ravens past the host Oakland Raiders 16-3 Sunday
the Giants' most convincing win
and into Super Bowl XXXV.
of a stunningly successful season.
"I've had so much help since I've
gotten here. No man does it alone."
No man since Sid Luckman of
the Bears in 1943 had thrown for
five TDs in an NFC playoff game.
Few men have gone through the
OAKLAND,Calif.(AP)— Even history, gave the Ravens a 7-0 off-field f)roblems Collins has
Shannon Sharpe acknowledges that lead and let Baltimore turn the endured — alcoholism, charges of
the Baltimore Ravens don't have rest of the work over to the defense. making racist comments to teammates — and wound up guiding
They now face a similar team
the typical Super Bowl offense.
team
a
team to a Super Bowl.
a
Giants,
York
New
"We're not that good, but we're in the
good
as
The Giants will play AFC chamisn't
quite
defense
whose
end
tight
Ravens
effective," the
said after Baltimore beat the Oak- as Baltimore's. but its offense is pion Baltimore, which won at Oakland Raiders 16-3 Sunday to reach better — it beat Minnesota 41-0 land 16-3.
And few men have made goal
the first Super Bowl in the his- in Sunday's NFC title game.
Nonetheless. the Ravens were antees the way coach Jim Fasser
tory of the franchise that, until 1996,
installed as 2 to 2 1/2-point did, then seen that prediction bloswas the Cleveland Browns.
primarily because the som into something far more
favorites,
make
to
The offense needed
just one play, a 96-yard pass to AFC is a bit stronger than the impressive. After the Giants, then
Sharpe from Trent Dilfer on third- NFC and because Baltimore's 7-4, lost to Detroit, Fassel promand-18 from their own 4-yard line offense might have scored 41 points ised his team would make the
playoffs. The Giants have won
in the second quarter. It was the against Minnesota the way the
straight and are headed to
Sunday.
seven
played
longest pass play in NFL postseason Vikings' defense

Baltimore knocks out
Gannon, Raiders 16-3

Paducah Technical College
"Education that Works!"
(And so do our Graduates)

New Classes Begin
January 22!
Jeffrey Fuller •'97 Graduate
Employer - Rockwell Collins

Financial aid available for those who qualify.

Tampa, where 10 years ago they
won their second Super Bowl
crown.
"It was the match, and the fire
has been burning since then," Fassel said. "I think we shocked a
lot of people, but we didn't shock
ourselves."
They definitely shocked the
Vikings (12-6) by taking a 14-0
lead before Minnesota's vaunted
offense got onto the field. Collins
found Ike Hilliard sprinting behind
the depleted secondary for a 46yard touchdown with just 1:57 gone.
The Vikings mishandled the
ensuing kickoff and Lyle West
recovered at the Minnesota 18. On
the next play, Collins hit Greg
Comella for the fullback's first
career touchdown.
"We were going to throw it up
and expose their defensive backs,"
said Amani Toomer, who had a
7-yard TD catch in the third quar-

to end the scoring. They can't
play with us."
Particularly without regulars
Orlando Thomas and Kenny Wright,
which made New York's decision
to throw — and throw often —
an easy one.
"We felt it became contagious,"
offensive coordinator Sean Payton
said. "We couldn't get the ball
out there enough.The defense was grateful. and
showed it by completely befuddling quarterback Daunte Culpepper, the first-year starter who looked
it. The Giants also made star
receivers Randy Moss (two catches, 18 yards) and Cris Carter (three
for 24) virtually invisible.
"We've been very fortunate these
two playoff games where the pressure is off us," said defensive end
Michael Strahan."Every touchdown
on the board, the defense thinks
it has enough to win."
ter

SCOREBOARD
Sponsored By

Haverstock and Suiter
Insurance Agency
Lindy Suter

State Auto
Insurance

Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St. • Murray, KY • 753-3415

NATIONAL BASKETBALL ASSOCIATION
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
GB
L Pct.
W
—
9 750
27
Philadelphia
4
13 639
23
New York
65
17 564
22
Miami
11
16
20 444
Orlando
13
24 351 145
Boston
11
26
297 165
New Jersey
21
31
184
7
Washington
Central Division
GB
L Pct.
W
16 590
23
Charlotte
15 .583 05
21
Milwaukee
3
18 _514
19
Toronto
4
18 486
17
Cleveland
17
55
21 .447
Indiana
7.5
22 .389
14
Atlanta
8
14
23 378
Detroit
30 .167 15.5
6
Chicago

WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
GB
L Pct.
W
12 657
23
San Antonio
13 639 05
23
Utah
1
15 615
24
Dallas
16 568
3
21
Denver
17 553
35
21
Minnesota
18
55
18 500
Houston
25 306 125
11
Vancouver
Pacific Division
GB
L Pct.
W
11
718
28
Portland
15
10 706
24
Sacramento
25
24
12 667
L A Lakers
4
13 629
22
Phoenix
7
18 538
21
Seattle
15
26 333
13
L A Clippers
306 155
11
25
Golden State

SPORTS BRIEFS
CCMS girls 14-0; Murray twinbill canceled
Jason Cain •'95 Graduate
Employer - Motorola

09 S. 30th Paducah 1-801-99 -44

BENTON, Ky -- The Calloway County Middle School girls' basketball team
ran its undefeated season to 14-0 with a 25-13 win over Benton Thursday
The Jr. Lady Lakers were led by Chelsea Morns five points while Kelly
Taylor, Brittany Collins and Whitney Hendon all notched four points and Kalyn
Fox, Jessica Greer and Amber Clemens each added two
Today's eighth-grade girls'-boys' doubleheader between Murray Middle
School and CCMS, set to begin at 5 p m at Calloway. has been cancelled
The Jr Lady Lakers will return to action Thursday at Mayfield as part of a
tnpleheader. beginning at 5 pm with the seventh-grade girls' game and followed by the eighth-grade girls' and boys' contests. respectively
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CLASS F EDS

Contact Kathy or Tammy
for more information.

eg

DISPLAY AD RATES

ADJUSTMENTS

$6.75 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.

Advertisers are requested to check the first insertion of their
ads for any error. Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible
for only one incorrect insertion. Any error should be reported
immediately so corrections can be made.

!All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period )

$2.50 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)
010
Legal Notice

Card of'thanks-1

060

060

%Op Warded

WO extra for Shopper (Tues. Classifieds go into Shopping Guide $'2.50 extra for blind box ads.

100
Help Meted

&alone
Oppottueity

All stored items in storage unit 5 at
C Storage, 619 South 4th St., Murray, KY
42071, have been abandoned. C Storage will
have legal possession of all items stored in
unit 5 as of Jan. 15. A sale date for said items
stored in storage units 5 will be posted at a
later time.

C Storage
619 South 4th
Murray, Kentucky 42071
(270) 753-6831

Happy Cirthday

4.

thiffee
is Fifty!
060
Help Wanted

YOGA class for all Held at
YMCA, Monday- Thursday Call 759-0427

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177
Lost and Found
TOM cat found. Black &
white, short hair. Call 7537997 or 759-4141.
LOST: Female Setter Birddog in Purdom & Elm
Grove community. Wearing electronic collar. If
found 753-5036.

SERVICE
TECHNICIAN
Experienced refrigeration & appliance
repair. Good references a must. Appl
in person or mail
resume to 212 E.
Main, Murray or
fax to 753-7606.
Excellent pay. based
on experience.
Benefits included

WANT ADS
WORK

060
Help Wanted
ROUTE DRIVER
Minimum
qualifications:
stable work history. Class
B CDL. clear MVR. Benefits include: medical, dental, vision, competitive pay,
pay vacation, 401K, stock
purchase plan. Applications accepted at:
Waste Management,
3428 St. Rte 45 South
Mayfield, Ky 42066

-21k1
TACO JOHN'S
Start At $6
Flexible shifts,
friendly, family
atmosphere.
Bonus potential.
Apply in person
from 2-5 daily.
No phone calls pleasi
EOE

CL_

BISINESSESi ,

I.

(Let us put you in touch with the
best services in town.

_.
You Can Advertise Here For
$6.00 per week - (13 week minimum)

Ft

1,RALS

Dallas Willoughby
Pre-Arrangement Specialist
Avoid inflationary cost.
Lock in price: single pay
or payment plan.
Smart for you and
family.

-1113 Apprances

Jackson Purchase
Medical Center

Computer Services

freetMURRAY

DAYTIME HOTI3AR ATTENDANT

APPLIANCE PARTS

JOB OPENINGS

410

WARD ELKINS

Jakel, Inc.
700 N. 4th St.
Murray, KY

Route Sales Manager

270-753-2411

.1.11. Churchill Funeral Home
201 S. .1771 • Murra.N,. KY 4207/
Terry Isaacs/Karen Isaacs, Owners

INSURANCE
Lou V. McGary
Does Your Policy Pay 100'
of the Deductibles?

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT
Yu are responsible for the deductible that
Medicare does not pay. $768 on Part A; $100 on
Part B. Call me for more information.
FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS

753-7890 • 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

r

1

FULL Time & Part time
ESTABLISH and success WHIRLPOOL stove refrigDeli Help needed Apply in
ful restaurant owner seek- erator $300 a set Call
call
phone
no
person,
proStreet
Main
On behalf of the Murray
ing other ventures and 901-247-3701 after 5 pm
Owen Food Market 1407
gram I would like to thank all of those who
wish to sell Serious in- FRONT load washer and
W Main St , Murray
contributed to bringing Santa back home to
quires mail to P.O. Box dryer set 1 year old Still
OCCUPATIONAL
his house on the Court Square.
DAYS Inn now accepting 1040-G Murray, Ky. 42071 under warranty. Can be
MANAGER
hundred
three
MEDICINE
over
well
Santa visited with
applications for part-time
stacked or used side by
HALLMARK Style
housekeeper.
and fifty children. We hope to have double
side. Frigidaire brand
Greeting Card Rte
an
has
Center
Medical
Purchase
Jackson
517 S. 12th St
the number of visitors next year. Murray
25 Hi-Traffic Loc's all
$700 759-1094 or 753opening for an Occupational Medicine
(270)753-6706
Rotary Club made sure that all children had
local Est Income
9544 after 5orn
quality
maintain
will
position
The
Manager.
their pictures taken on Santa's lap. Union
DRIVER TRAINEES
800-277-9424
1E0
standards far the company's Occupational
NEEDED NOW!
Planters Bank, Hopkinsville Federal Bank,
Home Furnishings
and
develop
will
Employee
Program.
Health
Werner needs entry level
Murray Bank, Firstar and Area Banks all
Computers
external
coordinate all aspects, internal and
truck drivers. No experihelped to underwrite Santa and his house.
DUNCAN Phyfe sofa
for the health program regarding all workence necessary. Earn
Wal-Mart contributed candy canes. Murray
$500 080 753-9544
programs.
safety
and
er's compensation
$600 -$800 per week plus
Supply helped move Santa's house. Marge
Position involves marketing, development
benefits and get home
DelCerro from Main Street Music helped
and scheduling of these programs.
weekly and during the
with photos. And Mr. and Mrs. Claus, Ricky
Repair/Consulting
Management, Occupational Health experiweek in many areas. No
and Christy Spann are simply the best.
ence with knowledge of local industrial marservice
-Computer/Network
training
CDL
day
15
CDL?
and
time
help,
Without their generosity,
degree in a health
Bachelor's
preferred.
ket
toCall
program
available.
business
or
-Home
energy Santa never would have made it
related field required. Full benefit package
day 1-800-242-7364.
-New equipment/online shopping
down from the North Pole. Thank you one
life, sick, holiday, vacadental,
medical,
with
DRIVERS Fleet Owner
-Business systems/Automation for
and all and we will see you next December.
tion, FSA, LTD, STD, 401-K. Salary comwith new trucks (500/ Deretaillmedical/legallagriculture
appliTaffier
Qualified
Robin
mensurate with experience.
troit) needs drivers with
dependable, fast service
-Certified,
Murray Main Street
cants are to submit resume and references
HazMat CDL. Run for MurSystems/Integration
-Telephone
PO Box 143
carrier.
ray. Ky based
to:
Jackson Purchase Medical Center
Need 3,000 mi. per week?
1-270-489-2666
Greg Dowdy
28c/start
Attention: Human Resources
http://tywrv.netcomindustries.corn
270-759-0124
1099 Medical Center Circle
209-613-1590.
Mayfield, KY 42066
KELLERS
160
EMPLOYMENT
COMPUTER PLACE.
Home Furnishings
EEO/M/F/DN
OPPORTUNITY
New Hardware, Software,
The Murray Electric Sysyte
Upgrades & Free
060
NEW recliner power lit
060
is now accepting applicaEstimates Mid West
chair $550. Call 753-4801
Help
Wanted
Help Wanted
tions for Video Services
121S
Internet. On
after 5.30pm.
Coordinator. This position
436-5933.
NEED Tobacco
MURRAY Attorney, seeks
coordinates all services re9a m.-7p.m.
Fltearead
Workers?
experience legal assistant
lated to the airing of video
Mon-Sat.
Head
Honchos
and
recruits
system.
with word processing
on the MES cable
Visa/ Mastercard.
A-1 firewood for sale $35 a
bookkeeping skills. Salary and places LEGAL H2-A
This would include local
is looking for a
MOM COMPUTERS
rick delivered 7594274 or
commensurate with expe- workers from Mexico at
origination, public access,
A+ Certified Technician
753-2443.
programming,
rience. Send resume to : your door.
religious
Home Networking
Hours.- 90()aare.-4:00 p.nt.
P.O. Box 230, Murray, Ky. (210) 695-1648 or
and any other special proFIREWOOD for sale 436for
Cable Modems
www.Head-Honchos.com.
produced
either
42071.
gramming
5845
• HEALTH INSURANCE •IRA Investment
On site service.
by MES or other entities.
Plan • Meal Discounts • Fun & Friendly Work
MURRAYInsurance NOW accepting late enrollTRIPPS Firewood
759.3556
ment
for
Hours
Murray
Real
EsFlexible
direct
also
would
•
Position
Environment
Agency seeks AdministraCall Rudy 436-2778
cable ad sales, and assist
Apply in person at
tive Assistant with book- tate Licensing. Classes
January
15th.
start
GraduKY
Murray,
•
in the marketing of video
Ctr.
Bel-Air
•
S.
641
Hwy.
and
keeping. computer
products. Responsibilities
Appliance Parts
Appliance Parts
payroll experience. Salary ate Feb. 2. Credit cards
NURSES aide/ Medication
RN/LPN
would include the maintecommensurate with expe- welcome. Approved by the
Prefer expenance of the MES web site
rience, benefits available. Kentucky Real Estate Green Acres is currently aide full-time
Commission, Call Deloise accepting applications for rience but will train mature
applicants
Successful
Send resume to 201 N.
Adams 270-792-0778 or full time. 2pm-10pm posi- individual who would enjoy
should have experience in
5th, Murray, KY. 42071.
To Fit Most Major Brands
stop by Coldwell Banker tion and 10p-6a position. working with the elderly.
audio and video equipof New and Used Parts
1000's
for more information.
working
condition.
Good
marketing
Full time benefits include:
ment and some
Largest Inventory in West Kentucky
experience. Applicants can
Health, Life Dental, Vision. pleasant atmosphere. ApKitchen Aid
be obtained at the Busiinsurance, personal days, ply in person.
rotpotnt wh r,
Frogidage
Fern Terrace Lodge,
?Poo, TaPParl
ness office at 4th &
2 wks vacation and 401K.
Kenmore
1505 Stadium View Dr
and
7:30am
Arnana
between
Please apply to Green
EOE
for
Jakel, Inc. has full time job openDeadline
M-F
4-30pm,
Acres Health Care. For
GE
PART-TIME
applying is January 31st,
more information contact
Ntiesw.,ghouse
ings available for their day and
-Magic Chef
Receptionist/File clerk
2001. EQE.
April Cornelius 0 247Needed for busy medical
night shifts. Jakel, Inc. offers health
6477.
IMMEDIATE OPENING
SCIENCE/ENDINEERING - office. 20hrs. weekly. ExHow does flexible hours
and life insurance, paid holidays
cellent communication
Court Square • Murray • 753-1713
Job Opportunity
SPORTABLE
sound?
experiskills, keyboarding
and vacations If you are interested
Looking for recent college
a
has
SCOREBOARDS
ence, attention to detail
graduates with science retemporary opening for
in working with a company which
needed. Send resume to;
lated degrees to work for a
Mobile Homes For Sale
clerical/secretary, approx.
Receptionist
chemical sales company in
has never had a layoff, with bene30 hours per week Com300 S 8th St.
the Paducah, Kentucky
puter and organizational ANTIQUES, Collectibles 1993 Fleetwood 14x50
fits and can work one of the followSuite 305 East,
area. Excellent benefits
skills are required Wages Furniture and Primitives Central H/C 2br. 1 bath,
Murray. Ky. 42071
and compensation. Apply
ing shifts apply in person:
commensurate with expe- We Will Buy 1 Piece or storage bldg.. on private
by faxing resume with conrented lot Almo Heights
PHYSICIAN'S office seek- rience Please apply at Entire Estates Cali
tact phone number to
759-4517
ing Office Manager. Must
'Day Shift - 6:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
753-3633
106 Max Hunt Drive, Mur1-801-459-7140
have computer. Medicare/ ray.
CASH paid for good, used 3BR., 2 bath doublewide
Monday-Thursday
SEEKING full-time person
Insurance billing, and teleINTERIOR DESIGNER
rifles, shotguns. & pistols. on block foundation. Apwith bookkeeping & sales
phone skills. Send re(overtime usually available)
Want to be in sales? Know Benson Sporting Goods, prox. 1/2 acre lot, well,
experience. Apply in per- sume: P.O. Box 1012, anything about commerseptic, 2 car carport. front
519 S. 12th, Murray.
•Evening Shift - 5:30 p.m.-2 a.m.
son at Paint Plus,
Murray, KY. 42071
& back porches, 6 miles
cial
WE PAY CASH:
918 S 12th. St,.
Monday-Friday
out 121 S Needs some
furniture? Fax resume to
fishing
Old
toys,
antiques,
MODEL.
Shopping Center.
859-341-8616 or E-mail to
tackle, fishing reels, GI work. $31.000 Ph 753.4 Hour Student Shift 5:30 p.m.-9:30 p.m. Bel-AirSPORTABLE
part-time
Temporary,
lisassocs@aol.com.Base
Joe, models, cars, cap 2808 leave message
(hours may vary). Salary
SCOREBOARD
Monday-Friday
HM & Sons Mobile Home
plus commis- guns 270-759-3456
$27,000
pay
$10 per hour. This may inis accepting application for
Mover 18yrs. experience.
sion'
volve life drawing classes.
full time day shift scoreSOFA, navy blue, hunter Licensed & insured in KenContact Judy Shearer at
green, or off white leather
board assembly Join a
tucky. Tennessee & Illi762-3784 or 3785 or apply
Curio cabinet. bookcase. nois. 437-3939
growing company that is
Childcare
&
Domestic
753-9208 9am-9pm.
in person at Department of
people oriented and offers
Art, Murray State Universilob variety and advance150
ty. 604 Price Doyle Fine CLEANING houses is my
ment with competitive salMidas
Murray Ky business Call Linda 759Arts Bldg
ary and benefits. Please
RN'S*:
9553
AA
M/F/D,
EEO
42071
apply at 106 Max Hurt
FREE room & board, in
employer.
white metal 2BR Trailer By Pirates
Drive. Murray.
4FTX5FT
exchange for part-time
FULL-TIME OR
Freestand- Cove, near Hardin $275
units
shelving
plus deposit Call
care of handicap male
PART-TIME
ing wipegboard backing
270-928-4831
Homemaker to work pro- M/F or couple Other benExcellent for organizing
viding personal care serv- efits. Call 474-2121.
$250/mo 753-6012
Call
2BR
each
garages $65.00
HOUSE Cleaning or
ices and light housekeep759-3684 after 6PM
NICE 2br, Mobile home
Ironing Call 474-2131
ing in the homes of the
ENTERTAINMENT center No pets 753-9866
Calloway. NEEDED Babysitter for 2
in
elderly
light wood $20 00
3
and
Success!
1/2
3
McCracken
ages
and
children
A History of Growth
Graves and
China cabinet $40 00
Counties Must have own months, in my home, nonLifestyler treadmill $75.00
A tremendous demand for our
transportation and pos- smoker, Tuesdays and
Weider 4 station gym Like
products and services has creatdriv30-3.30,
7
Thursdays
sess a valid Kentucky
new condition $275 00
ed a need to add to our route sysMobile Nome Lots For Rent
er's license Starting salary please call 759-8573 asap
Round drop leaf table w/4
staff.
tems
START THE
$5 25 per hour Mileage
chairs $40 00
As a leader in frozen
1/2 acre $100/mo 753
NEW YEAR CLEAN'
reimbursement Send letIf you thrive on challenge, are high
270-354-9973 evenings
6012
Honest dependable
ter of application to
to
hard
and
work,
energy, committed
food sales, Schwan's
FREE' Dish Network
Janna Hall,
house cleaning
to be paid upon your performSatellite System installed COACH Estates/ Fox
manufactures and sells want
References furnished
West Kentucky Allied
ance. Let's talk"
free For more information, Meadows Mobile Home
Call 492-6177
Services. Inc
over 250 frozen food
"An Exceptional
Park
call or come by
In addition to a challenging
Leave message
PO Box 739.
Community" Spaces availBeasley Satellite
products through a
career, we offer a complete beneMayfield, Kentucky 42066 TWO ladies will clean
able at $95 00/mo Includ& Antenna
fit package including:
home delivery system.
For this type of employhomes or rental Exp/ Ref
ing Water. sewer, garbage
500 N 4th St
ment, state law requires a 436-6183
pick up City fire and police
Quality Products No Investment
759-0901
criminal record check as a WORKING mom needs
protection city transit servREFILLS
GAS
LP
Vacation
seeking
Paid
Schwan's is
Profit Sharing
condition of employment
emergency sitter in my
ice Located in the heart of
Lowest prices in town,
EOE
highly motivated
home for infant when city
Group Aealth, Life & Disability
New 100lb LP cyl $9900 Murray's finest residential
schools are closed or on
area with all city utilities,
SALES
B&B Brokers
individuals who thrive
life'
your
of
point
turning
Make this the
including cable vision No
Want to be in sales? Know sick days Please call 753S 12th St
701
are
and
on challenges
Murray/Paris Area
6605 after 5pm Must have
rental homes in park
Anything about commer753-4389
Applications Being Taken At
references
committed to hard
Owner- Occupied only
cial
307 Bee Creek Dr.. Murray
South 161h St at Canterfurniture" Fax resume to
work to join us in our
DH Cleaning Service
Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m.-11:30 a.m. and after 2 p.m
bury and Westview 753859-341-8616 or E-mail to
THU
Let me clean your
47th year
lisassocs@aol com Base
3855
Must he at least 21 years of age or udder
office or business
SSIF1EDSplus
commis$27,000
pay
of Success!!
LOT for rent 492-8488
Equal Opportunity Employer
759-9899
sion'
I do windows
LOT For Rent 753-9866

Card of Thanks

NOTICE

V/SA

LINE AD RATES
$7.00 First Day • 20 words or less
Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.10 per word per day.

060
Help Wanted

Just Say "Charge It"

Commercial
. ,7
1
Waste Disposal „
All Types of Refuse Servtoe 14r!

I•800•585••60331

WANT ADS WORK

111111Vellillr
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIME
360

see Rentals

Apartsemlis Fw
123
[

Office Space
Various size units
Walnut Plaza
104 N. 5th

753-9621
Apartments Periled

1007 Main St. available
4br Townhouse
Feb 1 2001 2br. 1 bath
Coleman RE 759-4118
CLEAN 38r 2 bath 104 washer- dryer hook up NO
Williams Close to college appliances, electric heat.
$525 mo plus deposit deposit required. $325.
Call Marg 759-5534 W month Phone (270)5273664 after five o'clock
753-1586 8am-2pm
Benton. Ky.
hacentral
2br
DUPLEX
Martin
Tabard,
1802 12 B Monroe Ave 1602
Heights 3br 2 bath fireLease No Pets 753-8002
EXTRA nice 2br, 1 bath place dining room double
Call
w carport appliances fur- garage $800/mo
nished, W/D 1yr lease 1 753-0090 or 559-3883
2 & 4br Houses
month deposit No pets
& deposit required
Lease
753-2905
753-4109
FORREST View Aparthome w/
ments 1213 N 16th St.. 2BR, nice brick
$500/mo
town
in
carport
now accepting applications
Lease, deposit, no pets
Or 2br townhouses, basic
753-4937 8-5 M-F
Office
month
rent $315/
bath,
Hours, 10- 2, M-F Call 3-4 bedroom, 2 5
sunroom,
753-1970. Equal Housing large kitchen,
utility with washer/ dryer,
Opportunity.
One mile
FURNISHED apt. Down- patio carport
$550/ month
from
college
deposLease.
$225.
town.
753-1378
it, no pets. 753-4937
38R, 2 bath, C/H/A. newly
8-5 M-F
redecorated. $495 per
C/H/a
LARGE new 2br.
security.
plus
month
super low utilities, applian20.
ces, utility room no pets. (270)474-25
C/H/A w/
quiet $395/mo deposit re- 3BR., 2 bath gas
stove, refrigerator, & ceilquired Call 753-8828
ing fans. W&D hook-up.
LOOKING for an
No pets $450/mo + deaffordable apartment?
posit. 753-1059.
Visit us at Hilldale Apts.
501 South 6th St, 3 br.
2&3 br. apts. available.
bath. Dr, Lr, Kitchen, all
Handicap Accessible.
Equal Opportunity- • -- -appliances . furnished.
Large bonus room 615Housing.
338-0097, 615-748-3608.
For more information
6BR house Stove, 2 recall 437-4113 Mon-Fri
dishwasher,
frigerator,
545-1833
(800)
TDOst
W/D hookup, no pets
Ext. 287.
$800/mo 767-9037
NEAR University:
CLEAN 2 br, 1 bath, cenExtra large 2br apt Availatral H/A, quiet neighborble Feb 1st All
hood $500 mo plus securhookup.
1ND
appliancesi
deposit. Call Marg 759ity
$350/ Month.
5534 W 753-1586. 8-2.
($250 1st 2 mos)
LAKEWAY Lake Home. 3
$200 Deposit.
Bedroom. 2 car garage.
753-4560
$1200. Month.. $2000 deM-F- 9am- 5pm
posit. (907)479-4935.
ONE Bedroom apt. for
rent, walking distance from NICE 2br brick with family
room, dining room, carport
campus. Call 759-3738
plus garage in county.
RED OAKS APTS.
$425 plus deposit. 437Special
4386
$100 Deposit
TWO bedroom house with
1BR From $280
washer, dryer, stove, re2BR From $325
frigerator, and storage
Call Today!
shed. Reasonable utilities.
753-8668.
NO PETS Lease and deSouthside Manor Apts.
posit. 753-7920.
1. 2 & 3br. apts.

1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray starting at
$200mo 753-4109
1&2 bedroom Apts
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday
Wednesday Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
1-2. 3br apts. furnished.
near MSU 753-1252 or
753-0606
1BR apt available, all appliances furnished MirCal Realty. 753-4444.
1BR APT for rent All appliances. Pets allowed
$335/mo Call 489-6222.
1BR Apt. stove. refrigerator. D/W, W/D. Clean, no
pets. 270-753-9841 or
270-436-5496.
IBA water & trash paid
W/D available, no pets
767-9037.
University
apt.
1BR
Heights Alt appliances.
$325.00
2br duplex. Stove refrigerator C/H/A 5 miles out.
$375
2br. apt 15 miles out.
C/H/A $285.00
Lease, deposit, no pets.
753-4937 8-5 M-f
1BR. apts. Furnished or
unfurnished, from $195$285, low utilities, no pets.
no lease. (cell) 841-0166
no answer call 753-3949
1BR. like new, appliances
Coleman RE 759-4118.
2BR Near MSU $325, water furnished Coleman
RE 759-4118
2BR, 1 bath, no pets 1102
Pogue $275 Call 7533415 or 753-7123 weekends
2BR, Near MSU. New carpet. paint & wallpaper.
C/H/A $325. Also 2br,
Section 8 housing.
$300. Coleman RE.
753-8221
759-4118.
EHO
with
2BR. townhouse
washer/ dryer, dishwasher,
Rouses For Rent
$500 per
microwave
month Call 753-5163
1 br and a 2 br No pets
2BR DUPLEX ON
Lease and deposit reVALLEYWOOD $375/M0
quired 753-0728 after
759-4406
3BR. ducliftbIt . for rent. 4 00 PM
C/H/A appliances, w/d LARGE house. Nice. Douhookup, new carpet and ble garage. South Hwy.
641. 492-8120.
vInvl No pets 759-8200

360
Storage Rentals

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
All Size Units
Available

753-3853

EASTSIDE
STORAGE
119 Main • 753-6266
CREEKVIEW STORAGE$20-$40 On Center Drive
Behind Tom's Grille
759-4081
storage
NORTHWOOD
presently has units available 753-2905 or 7537536

3105 4th St
Office Building
753-4703
Pets & Supplies
AKC Chinese Pug 2nd w/s
vet checked 6 weeks old
$300 cash 759-0276
AKC Yorkshire Terrier
puppies for sale 753-6200
DOG Obedience
Master Trainer
436-2858
PUPPY for sale, 6 wk old
male Rott $100. Call 7599215 leave message if no
answer.
SHELTIE Puppies AKC
(Toy Collies) Sable &
white 270-354-8211

ORCHARD grass hay
$2 25/bale Call after 6pm
492-8376

HALEY Professional
Appraising
270-759-4218
For What It's Worte
440
Lots For Sale
(2) 3/4 acre lots 7 miles
North, Murray 753-1967
1/2 acre lot. Has well, septic, utility pole and driveway Asking $12.000 firm
(270)-462-8066.
LOTS for sale. Starting at
$11,000. Price includes
water, septic & driveway
Also land home packages
270-437-4838.

r

r

igillosies Far SW

ill Am".
DREAM budding sites with
rolling wooded fOlsides.
Restricted. Various size
tracts available 5 minutes
north of town. You have to
see to appreciate Call today for your private showing 753-2905
FOR Sale 5 acres to 60
acres tracts 753-5731

YOU SHOW US:
•Average credit (not perfect /
•Steady income history

AFFORDABLE
3 BR brick in town. excellent condition, privacy
tence, Cen. H/A. $66.900.
BR 2 BA mobile home,
glamour bath, kitchen
island. more. Park like
etting. $29.900.
Immaculate 3 BR 2 BA
brick, situated on I acre.
S87,000.
Lakefront home with ph sate dock. Ws.

COLDweu.
BANKR

Acreage

Each office tndependentl,
13wned and operated

12 wooded acres, road
rontage. $850/acre 7539302

WANT ADS
WORK

SERVICES

-Lamb Brothers
su11- Tree Service
--jNr2704136-2269
1-800-821-6907
LICENSED & LNSUIED

Fr,*

Estimates

24 Hr. Service

Tree Trimming
Cleanup Serrii.

Hedge Trimming Full Line of
Equipment
Paul Lamb

ing
l Roof
Metabarns
& sheds. Metal

for houses,
cut to the inch the same day. Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.
Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

1-800-909-9064

Used Cars
1980 Suzuki Motorcycle
185, new tires Needs
work $225 00 Call 7593684 after 6PM
'91 Blaster Runs good
FMF pipes, new rubber.
435-4263
'95 Warrior w/ extra set of
back tire & pipe $2000
Firm 759-9946

getUtiiity Vehicles.
1989 clean silver & red
Bronco Excellent motor
and transmission $2,200
080 753-9302

87 Mustang, 4 cylinder
high miles, needs work.
Runs and drives good.
Great work car. s7o0.
OBO
437-3144
1994 GL Ford Taurus
80,xxx miles. $4500.00
Call 759-2579.

David's Cleaning
Services
"We Specialize in Cleaning'.

Serving The Area For 27 Years
AREAS LEADING CARPET BUSINESS

• Carpet • Vinyl • Hardwood
• Laminate Flooring
PROFESSIONAL INSTALLATION AVAILABLE
B Y CERTIFIED STAFF

CARPET
JOE swimMurray
•753-6660
U.S. Hwy. 641

N.•

HOME
FURNISHINGS
Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?
A Bigger Selection -A Better Price?
Be Sure To Shop - Before You Buy'

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5• Sat. 9-4
Cash. Visa Mastercard. also 12-24-36 month financing

Free Delivery - 270-753-4566
Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carty A High Price.

Phone (270) 759-4734

PAINTING

David's Home Improvement

LAKE LAND PAINTING

*Replace rotten or water damaged floors
*Install braces & floor joists under houses for
sagging or weak floors
*Replace or repair water and drain lines.
*Install moisture barriers.
Phis...all other home improvements.

INTERIOR & EXTERIOR PAINTING
Residential, Commercial & Industrial
("14StOril Workmanslip
--)a(1,,011.Zii/7
.

David Gallimore, Owner
Free Estimates
901-247-5422

'CUSTOM HOMES
'SPRAY PAINTING
'PRESSURE CLEANING
•WATER PROOFING

*DECK & FENCE RESTORATIt
'FAUX FINISHES`SPECIAL COATINGS
'M ULTISPEC COATINGS

270-753-6895
FREE COMPUTERIZED ESTIMATES
FULLY INSI'RFP - OWNER: JIM OSBURN

SERVICES OFFERED
1
r71
r7"lt4
s
=117:
:77
-

HALL'S HEATING &
MECHANICAL, INC.

Cross Country Or Local

Afikkao Siatidard e

-Moving

Licensed (Cc Insured
1-877-902-5262 • 1-270-753-2555
Owner & Operator
*Luke Lamb•

1244 State Route 121 North

BUILT TO A HIGHER STANDARD in!

We Service All Brands
Certified TVA Heat Pump Cimr,

License isM0i.,is

270-759-2288

2x2 - $205 • 2x4 - $410 • 4 Weeks & 4 Shoppers
Phone: 270-753-1916

tion with sunroof, 5 speed
with rotor motor. Good
driving sports car. Needs
restoring. $1,300 OBO.
437-3144
92 Ford Taurus Stationwagon, green, 160K miles,
all power, great condition,
a/c needs work, see at
803 Vine Asking $1,150
753-0071 after 5PM
94 Ford Aerostar Minivan
extended, Loaded. $4,750
OBO, 78 Camaro type LT
$400.(270)759-1758
95 Olds, low mileage,
$7,000 OBO Call 7536744, Ask for Bill Smith.
1991 Nissan Century SE
2dr , 5 speed., air, am/fm,
cassette red, rear spoiler,
new tires, new battery.
mileage
gas
Great
$1900.00 Call 753-6140

Vans
1997 Dodge Grand Cara
van with left sliding door
(270)753-6319

VISA

Used Trucks

onstruction

alhoon

Courtesy Auto
Piex has auto
loans available for
slow pay, medical
bills, divorce.
repossessions and
bankruptcy call
Kenny B at
800-505-5091 or
our credit hot line
24 hours,
877-937-2886

500

*Vinyl Siding & Fencing *Mobile Homes
*Brick *All External Cleaning
*Acid Cleaning Available
'We Use Flet Water *Parking Lots & Driveways

HOME IMPROVEMENTS
We're Rolling Out
the Carpet for You!

Credit
ProblemsNo Problem

1998 Jeep Grand Cherokee 57,xxx miles, loaded,
new tires, brakes Loan
value $18,000 asking
$17,500 00 759-5400
'84 Jeep CJ-7 6cy1. 5sP• 94 TRANS-Am 77,xxx
Good shape. miles. T-Tops, $9,200.
hardtop
$4500 00 OBO 753-6885 753-7970.
or 753-7975.
1994 Mercury Sable, all
power, garage kept. good
tires, been serviced regularly excellent condition
Used Cara
$4,200 Call 753-9302
1996 Cadillac STS. Load1976 Chevrolet Corvette
ed, sharp, must see.
Stingray, 350 L 48 eng..
very nice original red/ blk., $18,000. OBO.
(270)436-2667
PW, PS, AC, Alum wheels,
Intrepid.
1997 Dodge
56K mi. 512.500.
66,xxx miles. PS, PB, PW,
(901)479-7002.
3.5L 6 cyl $6900.00 OBO
1986 Chevrolet Celebrity
759-8458
motor
$800 run good
been service good. Good 1999 Pontiac Grand-Am
tires. 435-4577.
SE. 4dr. 38,xxx miles, red
1988 Nissan 300ZX, white in color, sharp, x-clean.
leather, 5 speed, P/S. $8,900.00 767-9449 day
P/W, cruise, tilt, t-tops, 435-4797 night
nice car. 753-7832 after 83 Mazda RX7. 88,000
5pm
original miles. Limited edi-

EXTERIOR
CLEANING

David Borders

270-443-8030

753-7407 • 111 N. 12th St. Suite B

Spring fix-up time is almost here! Get
your home into great shape with the
help of these local professionals.

ROOFER

-We Tote The Note

2095 Irvin Cobb Dr.. Paducah. KY

Gerry Puckett • Pat Butler • Jacquelyn Wut,,,,,

SERVICE
DIRECTORY

1
406.64TREE

Small deposit will hold your
car until tax refund comes in.

WE SHOW YOU
•1009 loan, no money
down
•Flexible, forgiving program
•Excellent fixed rate - 30 yr

2 duplexs for sale, fully
rented 753-5731
3BR. 1 bath brick, 2 car
garage 759-0579 after
5pm.
38R., 1 bath brick Attached garage, all electric
Sycamore
1312
$47,500 00 753-7549
3BR., gas C/H/A ,gas logs,
new kitchen 410 S 6th St
759-9305
803 Vine
1 block south of hospital, 2
bedroom. 1 bath, full basement, attached garage. atbuilt-ins
storage,
tic
$44,750 Possible rent
w/option 753-8900
After 5PM 753-0071
BY owner 2br, 1 bath,
4240 Radio Road, Almo
Reduce to $20.000 7599646 or 753-5611
BY owner
3yr old 3br,, 2 bath
1602 Tabard 753-0090
PRESTON Heights
38R, 2 bath, 1876 sq. ft.
brick and vinyl home.
many extras:
Call 759-1770
for appointment
No realtors please.

Woods & Associates
753-1651

Buy Here,
Pay Here Motors

Global Mortgage Link

460
Homes For SO

Used Cars

Used Cs

For Sara

carpentry, roofing, painting,
water gardens, decks and repairs
Phone
(270) 210-3312

STEVE
CALHOON

M & T Painting
Now scheduling winter
work. Immediate oPenings
for interior painting.
Please call Paul for
free estimate at

PAlE

.N270-759-4979

ALL Carpentry Service
From Foundation to
Finish
18Y rs experience
New Construction.
Remodeling* Repairs.
Concrete Work
AGC Certified
435-4272

GET READY FOR
SPRINGJohnny Williams
Painting
For all your residential
painting needs
35 years experience
Interior & Exterior
Custom Spraying for
Lawn/Patio furniture
Louver doors/shutters
No Job too small
Free Estimates.
753-8858

ALL Carpentry,
Electrical.
Home building, additions,
remodeling. Rotten floors,
sagging roofs. Home &
HANDYMAN
Mobile repair, vinyl siding.
electrical,
References. Call Larry Carpentry,
plumbing. vinyl, windows,
Nimmo.
doors, gutters; install or
753-9372. 753-0353.
clean. Also help move or
out buildings, garagIncluding clean
ANTENNAS
haul junk off. No lob
es,
RV's, TV Towers, rotors,
too small 753-7416
amplifiers, and accessoMOVING'
hes.
Lamb Brothers
Dish Network & Direct TV
Cross Country Or Local.
Satellite Systems, Sales.
Licensed & Insured. Call
Service and Installation.
Luke Lamb At
Beasley's Antenna
1-877-902-5262 or
& Satellite,
270-753-2555.
500 N. 4th St, Murray, KY
270-759-0901.
RETIRED Carpenter
43yr experience
BACKHOE & TRUCKING
Remodeling, decks, counROY HILL.
tertops, ceramics. electriSeptic system, gravel
cal. About anything you
white rock
need done. I can dot
436-2113
Kenneth Campbell
354-8778
CARPORTS for cars and
SUREWAY
trucks. Special sizes for
TREE SERVICE
motor home, boats, RVs
Stump Removal
Excellent protection. high
Insured with full line of
quality. Roy Hill 436-2113.
equipment.
COMMERCIAL
Free estimates.
RESIDENTIAL
753-5484
Cleaning Service.
Free Estimates.
TUCKER LAWN CARE
753-3858.
SERVICES
DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl Mowing, trimming. leaf &
Siding. Quality Work. Free clipping removal, dethatchEstimates. Over 25 Years ing, aeration. overseeding'
Experience. Gerald Wal- & fertilization, bed mulch.
ters 753-2592.
mg. Free Estimates.
FENCING
759-9609
Midway Fence. All types.
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Complete services.
removal, stump
Trimming,
Reasonable prices.
grinding, firewood. InsurFree Estimate Insured.
ed. 489-2839.
Dickie Farley. 759-1519.

1990 MAZDA $1000.00
OBO. 753-3802.
1985 Dodge Ram 150 4x4,
clean, sharp. A.C. PS, 318
auto. $4300. 489-2296
'94 Chevy 4x4 Ext cab,
350 At. loaded $8500.00
OBO. 753-6885 or 7537975
98 Ford F150 XLT, SWB,
V8, 49.000 miles. Maroon
$14,000 OBO 753-4188
Leave message.
CHEVY 4x4 red/ chrome.
automatic. PS, PL, PW,
LG, BD. $5,900.
(270)492-8632

Got Leaf?
Leaf Vacuum
& Cleanup
Service
Gutters Too!

1

Free Column

- FREE
PALLETS
U -haul off
Murray
Ledger &
Times

753-5726

753-1916

CLASSIFIED
Ices Offered

560

•

A time to take care of your
home. Affordable work
done to perfection building, remodeling, additions,
porches, decks, roofing,
siding, concrete, fences,
furniture design, and restoration Free Estimates
753-4380.
A-1 Tree Service
Stump Removal
492-8737,
437-3044
Free Estimates
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Decks, Home Additions,
Remodeling. Vinyl Siding,
Garages. Carports. Pole
Barns, Metal Buildings,
Fencing Hardwood Floors
Installed & Finished Quality Workmanship. Affordable Rates. Licensed
753-7860. 753-9308
AFFORDABLE Hauling,
tree work, cleaning out
sheds, gutters, etc
436-2867

You know what they say.
"don't put ati your eggs in one basket."
Sure most of the time, that's the truth
But not always The Classifieds are always a safe bet for buying, selling,
finding. contracting and trading So
stop scrambling around and come to
the one source for everything

Place your ad now.

753-1916
Ledger & Times

DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Ever since I had
surgery for thyroid cancer, my right
vocal cord has been paralyzed My
voice is weak and I cough constantly.
My doctor has suggested Teflon injections into the cord Do you think this
would help?
DEAR READER: Not being an earnose-and-throat specialist, I hesitate
to comment on whether Teflon injections would be appropriate for you.
However, I can answer your question
in a general way
The purpose of the Teflon injections
is to stabilize and stiffen a vocal cord
that has been damaged. Such injury
may follow neck surgery (during
which the nerves to the vocal cords
may have been inadvertently traumatized), radiation therapy to the neck,
infection or spread of thyroid cancer.
In this last instance, surgery to
remove malignant tissue would be
preferable to Teflon injections.
Nonetheless, in most cases, the
Teflon treatment is very successful,
and it is safe.
If you feel uncomfortable about your
doctor's suggestion, ask for a referral
to an otolaryngologist for a second (or
third) opinion.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm 74 and have
been taking Xanax for three years to
control anxiety attacks. My druggist
tells me that I'm addicted to the drug
and should discontinue the medication, yet my doctor wants me to
remain on it. What's your opinion?
DEAR READER: I side with your
pharmacist. Xanax, an anti-anxiety
medicine, has an addiction potential,
as do other mind-altering drugs. The
manufacturer recommends that
Xanax be used only for short periods;
long-term effectiveness (more than
four months) has not been proved by
medical studies.
Perhaps you would be better off
seeking alternative methods of coping
with anxiety. For example, you might
be helped by counseling or a stressreduction support group. In the long
run, you do not want to become
dependent on the medication.
Remember, however, that after three
years of therapy, you should not precipitously discontinue Xanax. lithe
drug dosage is not tapered, you could
experience symptoms of withdrawal,
such as craving, nervousness and
seizures.
Although your pharmacist may be
correct in his observations, your

physician could have compelling reasons to keep you on the medication.
Thus, whatever alterations you decide
to make should be approved by the
doctor
DEAR DR GOTT. Please briefly
explain what amyotrophic lateral sclerosis is.
DEAR READER: ALS (sometimes
called Lou Gehrig's disease, after the
baseball star who suffered from it is
a nerve disease of unknown cause,
marked by progressive incurable
weakness of many muscles. This
leads to inability to swallow, difficulty
speaking, cramps and severe muscle
wasting, as well as predictable paralysis of hands, arms and legs. Late in
the disease, the muscles of breathing
are also affected, leading to the need
for machine-assisted ventilation.
Treatment consists of physical therapy (to slow the rate of muscle malfunction), muscle relaxants (to reduce
painful cramping), gastrostomy (to
maintain nutrition through a feeding
tube) and a breathing device.
Although the prognosis is uniformly
grave, the course of the disease is not
entirely predictable; about 20 percent
of patients survive more than five
years after the diagnosis has been
made.
To give you related information, I
am sending you a copy of my Health
Report "Help I: Physical Illness."
Other readers who would like a copy
should send $2 plus a long, selfaddressed, stamped envelope to P.O.
Box 2017, Murray Hill Station, New
York, NY 10156. Be sure to mention
the title.
Copyright 2001, Newspaper EnterprIse Assn.

DR. GOTT
PETER
GOTT, M.D.
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DASA#000/ )
YOU TAKE \
MORE NAPS ,
a
THAN ANY
OTHER mAN
YOUR AGE!

-401k/00
YOU KNOW
THAT?

DEAR ABBY

•

DEAR ABBY: My granddaughter, who is in elementary school,
has been nominated to receive a
prestigious award. Because of this,
she has been featured in the newspaper and is a celebrity of sorts in
her town. My daughter wants us to
attend the awards ceremony. She
mentioned more than six months
ago that my granddaughter is up
for this award and stands a great
chance of winning it.
Unfortunately, a physician with
whom I am friendly invited me to
his son's wedding on that same
date. I told the doctor that I may be
attending an award ceremony for
my granddaughter on the same day.
Here is my dilemma: I credit this
doctor with saving my life. I had
cancer. He referred me to a specialist who discovered it. Since then, I
have become social friends with this
man. I do not know his son, but
many people from my social circle
will be attending this out-of-state
wedding, and I want to go.
My daughter is very upset. She
can't believe I would choose to
attend a "stranger's" wedding over
my grandchild's ceremony, which
may very well be a once-in-a-lifetime event.
This doctor saved my life and I
feel like I owe my life to him. My
husband agrees with me, and so do
my friends. But my conscience is
bothering me, and my daughter is
SQ hurt. She is a sensitive girl, loyal
to her family and dependable. I
don't want to damage our relationship. What do you advise? I have
nine weeks to decide.
TORN BETWEEN
FAMILY AND FRIENDS
DEAR TORN: When the doctor made the referral, he was
doing his job. He "saved your
life" so you could attend important family events — like your
granddaughter's award ceremony. In this instance, your family
should take precedence. Send
the bride and groom a lovely
gift, along with your regrets. If
the doctor is indeed a friend, he
will understand why you
couldn't be there.
Since the award for which
your granddaughter is eligible
is "prestigious," being a candidate is an honor in itself. That
you sacrificed to see her honored may be more meaningful
to her and her parents than

INA 1

BY THEN I'LL BE SO PAR
AHEAD OF THE GAME
I WON'T NEED
NAPS

t JUST KNOW! WHAT I
WANT TO KNOW
IS )M-LAT YOU'RE jct.,>
GONG 70 DO
;WHEN YOU'RE /-e
RETIRED

Ittle :
41

('5

IF I WEREN'T STILL
RECOVERING FROM rftl
HOCKEY INZLIRY, I'D BE
AT THE CLIMBING. GYM
EVERY NtGHT

NOT ME 406A IS 50 MUCH
MORE FLILL- BODY .f IF I
DIDN'T tiAIE A FAMILY AT
HOME, I'D BE AT V&A
CLASSES ALL WEEK .1

ARE 40L1 KIDDING?
WHEN 4OLA COULD KICK8OX7? IF .1 DID14T HAQE
THE START OF FLU-LIKE
S4111PT13PAS I'D mcK-eo(!

LOOKING BACK

whether she actually wins. Listen to your conscience. It's trying to give you an important
message.

Ten years ago
Published are a feature story and
picture about Lester Nanny and his
service in the Ueited States Army
during World War II. The story and
DEAR READERS: Today we picture are by Staff Writer and Phopay tribute to the life of Dr. tographer Mark Cooper.
Martin Luther King Jr., a great
Births reported include a girl to
American and martyr of the Gail and Richard Wooster, Jan. 4; a
civil rights movement, who was girl to Altheia and James Merrell, a
shot to death in 1968 at the age
girl to Lesa and Michael Landis and
of 39.
Dr. King rose to prominence a boy to Charlotte and Robert
because of his persistence in Schroeder, Jan. 8; a girl to Julie and
the face of violent opposition, Tim Henson, Jan. 9; a boy to Leona
and his eloquent pleas for social and Scott Ramey, Jan. 11; a boy to
justice. His principles for nonvi- Tammy and James Merrell, Jan. 12.
olence were based on the teachMolly Lynn Valentine and Wade
ings of Christianity.
Dec. 15 at
In 1964, he was awarded the Lee Rogers were married
First
United
Methodist
Church.
Nobel Peace Prize. His words of
Twenty years ago
wisdom are as true today as
Published is a picture of Lochie
when they were uttered during
his acceptance speech:
B. Hart and Dr. Keith Heim, head
"Nonviolence is the answer of special collections at Murray
to the crucial political and State University Library, looking at
moral questions of our time: the
papers of the late George S. Hart
need for man to overcome
oppression and violence with- which were recently donated to
out resorting to oppression and Pogue Library. Hart, a longtime
banker and civic leader, was mayor
violence.
"Man must evolve for all of Murray from 1937 to 1957. Mrs.
human conflict a method which Hart also donated copies of "The
rejects revenge, aggression and 'Kentucky Lake Story From Arrows
retaliation. The foundation of to Atoms" of which she was an edisuch a method is love."
tor.
God bless America. May we
Births reported include a boy to
as Americans learn from his
Pamela and Charles Van Dyke, Jan.
example.
3. and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy
***
Travis, Jan. 6.
Thirty years ago
What teens need to know about sex,
drugs. AIDS, and getting along with
An average of $51.78 per hunpeers and parents is in "What Every
Teen Should Know." To order, send a dred pounds was reported for the
business-sized, self-addressed envelope, sale of Type 23, dark fired tobacco
plus check or money order for 113.95 on the Murray Market, according to
(94.50 in Canada) to: Dear Abby, Teen
Booklet, P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris, IL 011ie Barnett, tobacco market reporter.
61054-0447.(Postage is included.)

BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Tuesday, Jan.
16, 2001:
This year, you flip-flop between being
extremely assertive and direct to seemingly diplomatic and understanding. You
seek answers and find solutions. You do
what you must to make what you want
happen. Be realistic about finances now.
Understand what your goals are. Do necessary research and investigate possibilities. If you are single, your appeal grows
as the year progresses. You will meet
someone you really want to respond to,
and you'll find a great deal of fun. If you
are attached, your relationship benefits
from openness and caring. Summer heats
up your relationship in a way you will
like. TAURUS understands you.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
4-Positive:
Have:
5-Dynamic;
3-Average; 2-So-so, 1-Difficult

in whatever you want.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20**** Act in the morning. Research in
the afternoon. Others aim for what they
want. Carefully evaluate a decision that
involves a child or loved one. Your creativity seems limitless. Another's helpfulness comes from the heart. Tonight:
How 'bout a night off?
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** All eyes turn to you. Your sense
of humor comes into play in the afternoon. Someone might not see eye to eye
about a business partner or a persona/
relationship. You play diplomat.
Consider new possibilities that arise in a
meeting. Groups work in your favor.
Tonight: Get together with friends.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Make calls early in the day.
Carefully explore alternatives that surround a project. Go for the most efficient
way, but don't get locked into rigid patterns. You need to break old ways to
achieve greater success and more happiness. Tonight: Burn the midnight oil.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
* ** Listen to another's advice
about a child or loved one. You need to
take time with this person and deal with
him directly and appropriately. What
might be especially helpful is walking in
another's footsteps. Listen! Tonight: Opt
for something new.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** Deal with others on a one-onone level. Though you might not be sure
about what is happening with a loved
one, you easily get down to basics.
Listen to the feedback you get. Remain
sure of yourself with financial negotia-

CROSSWORDS
38 Kimono sash
39 Deity
40 — garde
41 Sorrows
42 Evergreen
trees
44 Milwaukee
baseballer
46 Greek
magnate
48 Diedrich of
"The Drew
Carey Show"
51 Sea mammal
52 Jacob's son
54 African river
55 Scottish river
56 "Pretty
Woman" star
57 Magazine
name
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In high school b4..skettrall games,
Murray High Tigers beat South
Marshall Rebels and Calloway
County Lakers beat Wingo Indians.
High team scorers were Steve Hale
for Murray, Sherman Cothran for
South Marshall, Pete Roney for
Canoway and Pember for Wingo.
Forty years ago
The contract for construction of
public housing units in Murray will
be let on June I. according to L.D.
Miller, executive secretary of the
Murray Housing Commission.
Rachel Rowland Wallace, clothing specialist from University of
Kentucky, will teach 4-H Club
Sewing Leaders Training on Jan. 17
at Murray City Hall. A tea in honor
of Mrs. Wallace who served as Calloway County Home Demonstration
Agent for 15 years will be from Ito
3:30 p.m. Jan. 17 at the home of
Barletta Wrather, present home
demonstration agent in Calloway
County.
Fifty years ago
"The water was up even with the
road that crosses Clarks River yesterday and looked like it was going
over any minute. The dyke around
the sewerage system saved it from
complete inundation," from column,
"Seen & Heard Around Murray" by
James C. Williams, general manager.
In high school basketball games
New Concord beat Lynn Grove and
Almo beat Smithland. High team
scorers were Rowland for New
Concord, Howard for Lynn Grove,
Phillips for Almo and Matheny for
Smithland.

HOROSCOPE

ARIES (March 21-Apnl 19)
*** Another's stiffness might affect
your relationship with him. Help make
this person comfortable, and ease him
past shyness or a self-imposed restriction. Use your financial savvy to sort
through a problem that baffles others.
Clear out confusion. Tonight: Son
through bills.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
THE fORAI Of EXERCISE
Think about and consider
****
THAT TM NOT DON&
important details of a project. Evaluate
IS SUPERIOR TO THE
what is happening in a work situation.
FORM OF EXERCISE THAT
YOU'RE NOT WING!!) You energize in the afternoon. Claim
I
your power and make an important deci(
IC II 1.0E,RE1T
sion. You have great ideas. Your smile
DARK OUT,.11)
draws others toward you. Tonight: Beam
BE A RUNNER'

F-CIFt BETTIE Ft icor WFSE.
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surgeon
Walter —
20 Sacred
pictures
22 Existed
23 Head
covering
25 Non-flowering
plant
27 Hastened
28 Cut of beef
(hyph )
29 TV's Kaplan
30 Suzy — of
"Titanic"
34 Critical (3
wds hyph 1
36 Son of Ben
Cartwright on
"Bonanza"
37 Briefer
39 Stewart s
"Rear
Window"
co-star
41 Estranges
42 — for thought
43 Concerning
(2 wds
44 Alpine wind
45 TV network
47 Droop
49 Building
addition
50 Kin to ump'?
53 Again (civet)

tions.
Trust
yourself. Tonight:
Togetherness counts.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** You're a veritable workhorse
of the zodiac. Little can stop you once
you are focused. Remember what is
important to you. Do not pull back, and
stay in touch with your long-term needs.
Your sense of humor emerges with a
partner. Share a vision. Tonight: Dinner
for two.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** Understand what is going on
with a child. You could be perplexed by
his demands and attitude. Deal with
someone creatively, and you'll find solutions. Your unusual mind-set allows you
to push a moneymaking project ahead.
Schedule a checkup. Tonight: Put up
your feet.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Deal with family matters. You
could be pressuring yourself or creating a
problem where there isn't one. Carefully
listen to someone who means a lot to
you. Feedback stimulates your creativity
and imagination. Plug this special energy
into vital areas of your life. Tonight: Be
more playful.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** Keep talking. and don't take
another's comment personally. You
could be inordinately sensitive right now.
Take a deep breath and think before saying something. Family and goals need to
take a higher priority during the next few
days. Tonight: At home.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Think about an important decision involving your finances. You might
need to disappoint another or let go of a
long-term desire. Listen to a loved one in
the afternoon. This person simply helps
you reflect what is on your mind. Ask as
many questions as you need. Tonight:
Out and about.

Subscribe to the
Murray Ledger I
& Times
Local Delivery
RATES
$18.75
3 mo.
$37.50
6 mo.
$75.00
1 yr.
Mail Subscription
RATES
$57.00
3 mo.
6 mo.
$69.50
1 yr.
$98.00_,
Money Order
M/C

Check

Name
Street Address_
:City
Zlp

State
Daytime Phone

Mail this coupon with
payment to:

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call

(270) 753-1916
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Bluebird group grows

The Kentucky Lake District of Kentucky Farm Bureau recently held its annual youth contests at Graves County Middle
School. Representing Calloway County Farm Bureau were
Lindsey McDougal, Stacey Orr and Bryan Furches. McDouthe
gal. a student at Southwest Elementary, participated in
Calat
students
Variety Showcase while Orr and Furches,
loway County High School, participated in the Outstanding
Youth Contest.

Well, a group of us here in
this area have organized a bluebird conservation and recovery program. This organization is called
the "Kentucky Bluebird Society."
Our number one goal is to promote the conservation and recovery of native cavity nesting songbirds especially the Eastern Bluebird.
In the weeks and months to
come I will give you some very
helpful and valuable information
about bluebirds.
I will tell you how to attract,
care and raise them in your back
yards. It is absolutely amazing
_
how easy_ this can be.
At least twice each month I
will discuss a topic on bluebirds,
ed subject that you would like for
their habitat, how to care for them
me to discuss in this bi-monthly
and other related stories. These
or a question that you would
article
articles will be educational as well
Let me know your
answered.
like
as informational to all readers.
with blueexperiences
and
thoughts
Today, I would just like to say
expeyour
use
just
might
I
birds.
that the more nesting boxes that
---story.
or
rience
community
are placed around the
We are a non-profit organizain backyards or on a bluebird trail
Membership dues and donation.
will drastically increase the bluetax deductible. New memare
tions
area.
the
in
bird population
a membership card,
receives
bers
Just one box can make a difgeneral meetings,
all
to
invited
ference because it is possible to
and receives
privileges
voting
has
bluebirds
more
or
10
to
up
fledge
from one box that is cared for a quarterly newsletter plus all the
properly. In the future, it will take fellowship they want discussing
one subject that relates tb cavity the bluebirds. We would be happy
nesting son gbirds and discuss it to send you a membership application form.
in depth.
Just contact us at the Kentucky
Let me know what bluebird relatBluebird Society, P.O. Box 3425,
Paducah, KY 42002 or email:
kybluebirds@hcis. net
See you next time when I come
out of my box.
- Bluebird "Bob"

"9 ean Put 9nterior Pictures On The
9nternet At Century 21"
century21.com • 7534492

Nobody Can Protect Your

HOME
any better than we can!

Pork slogan
voted out in
referendum

Look to us for quality Home Insurance coverage, low rates,
attractive discounts and fast, fair claims service.
Call us today!

MI\

stock
Haverand—
—
Suiter

MELVIN'S
TIRE STORE
401 N. 4th St.
762-0000

Van Haverstock

Insurance Agency

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
advertising campaign that promotes
pork as "the other white meat" is
likely to end soon, the victim of
a growing dispute between large
State Auto
and smaller-scale livestock proInsurance
ducers.
211 S. 12th St.
The government-supervised proMurray, KY
gram is financed through a fee on
hogs. Farmers voted 15,951 to
14,396 to kill the program in a
3415
'
753
referendum held last year, according to results released Thursday
by the Agriculture Department.
Opponents of the $54 million
program, which pays for research
as well as advertising, say it has
done little to stimulate pork consumption and mostly benefits meat
processors and large corporate
farms.
It was the first vote on the
'pork program since it was created 15 years ago. The National
Pork Producers Council, partly
funded through the program, said
it would challenge the referendum
results in Court.
Agriculture Secretary Dan Glickman, who leaves office in a week,
told his department to shut down
the program as soon as possible.
It was not clear how long that
would take.
The pork council said Glickman did not have authority to conduct the vote, and the. referendum
was flawed.
U.S. pork consumption was estimated at 66.5 pounds per person
last year, about the same as it
was in the mid- 1980s when the
program was created.
The fee requires payment of 45
cents for every $100 of a pig's
value when it is sold.

WINTER tilAS
. ARRIVIEW
4,7

The Murray Ledger & Times
asks for.your understanding.

During times of bad weather, your carrier will continue to
deliver the Ledger & Times to your home as long as it is safe
to travel the roads.

However, when the roads become hazardous and are closed,
your carrier will be unable to bring your newspaper until the
roads are safe. Please understand we are thinking of the safety of our carriers, and we will do our best to deliver the Ledger
& Times to you:

MURRAY

PETS OF WEEK...Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter,
located on Shelter Lane off East Sycamore Street, features
. old, left, and
these Lab/Shepherd mixer pups, six weeks'
among the
old,
four
months
the Basset mix dog, male,
urge
officials
Shelter
for
adoption.
many animals available
an
or
found
lost
they
have
if
shelter
call
the
to
persons
4
to
Monp.m.,
10
a.m.
are
the
shelter
of
Hours
animal.
day through Friday, 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. Saturday and closed
on Sunday. For information call 759-4141.

GERALD CLAY WELL
UK Cooperative Extension Agent
The Tennessee-Kentucky Tobacco Expo will be taking place on
Jan. 23 from 1-8 p.m. at Springfield, Tenn.
The location will be at The
Center which is located one block
north of the courthouse in downtown Springfield.
The tobacco trade show will
open at I p.m. and continue to
be available to patrons until 8
p.m. The trade show has traditionally offered attendees the opportunity to browse the yending area
and make contacts with businesses. that may help in the production needs of the tobacco industry.

Beef checkoff
fee under fire
PIERRE, S.D. (AP) — Three
South Dakota ranchers, the Livestock Marketing Association and
others are suing in federal court
to force a referendum on the beef
checkoff program.
The U.S. Agriculture Department
received thousands of signatures
14 months ago from cattlemen
requesting a nationwide vote on
the program but has not yet scheduled an election.
Farmers and ranchers have been
charged $1-per-head on cattle sold
since Congress approved the program in 1985. The checkoff fee,
which raises about $80 million a
year, goes to the National Cattlemen's Beef Association for beef
promotion and research.
But many of those who raise
cattle argue that the money is squandered. Beef consumption has
declined, and the checkoff should
be ended, they say.
Nancy Robinson. an LMA vice
president, said more than SI billion has been collected from the
cattle industry since 1985, but beef
consumption continues to fall. She
said per capita consumption peaked
at 89 pounds in 1976 but declined
to 65 pounds in 1998.
"Not only were consumers purchasing much less beef by 1998.
but also (cattle) prices were at
frustratingly low levels," Robirison said.

The Racer Club
AWERS

will meet on

Tuesday, January 16, 2001
At Noon At The

LEDGER & TIMES
1001 Whitnell Avenue • Murray, KY

(270) 753-1916
4

Programs for the 2001 conference include -Pesticides for Tobacco- Products for 2001 and Beyond,
Increasing Profit through Efficient
Market Preparation, Irrigation Management for Tobacco and Tobacco Systems 2000 and Software for
Improved Decision Making.
Tobacco production and the
preparation for the 2001 growing
season is just around the corner
and quickly approaching. Information gathered at this expo will
give producers some edge in achieving their growing season goals.
A barbeque dinner will be served
at the expo from 5 p.m.- 6:30
p.m.

Low prices for
LMA to begin the petition drive,
she said.
The 800-member Livestock Marketing Association, which is based
in Kansas City, Kan. and represents livestock auction markets and
others, began collecting signatures
in July 1998. USDA was presented
with 145,045 names in November
1999.
After USDA said only signatures from a I2-month period could
be submitted, LMA narrowed its
list to 125,788 signatures. USDA
had informed the group in April
1998 that 116.791 signatures, which
was equivalent to 10 percent of
cattle producers, were necessary
before the agriculture secretary
would make a decision on a referendum.
Challenging the signature validation process and hoping to either
force an election or have the checkoff ruled unconstitutional, LMA was
joined in its lawsuit by the Western Organization of Resource Councils, which has members in the
Dakotas, Montana, Wyoming,Idaho
and Colorado. Three ranchers who
have paid the checkoff fee and
signed referendum petitions —
Robert Thullner of Herreid, Johnny Smith of Fort Pierre and Ernie
J. Mertz of Bowdle — also are
listed as plaintiffs.
Support for the referendum is
especially strong in South Dakota, the lawsuit said, indicating that
8.545 of the state's 18,700 cattle
producers signed petitions.
The lawsuit challenges the signature validation process and accuses Agriculture Secretary Dan Glickman of dragging his feet on the
referendum. USDA hired a private
accounting firm to contact farmers and ranchers who signed the
petitions, and the firm is verifying their eligibility to sign by requiring them to provide information
on cattle they have sold, LMA
said.
Farmers and ranchers were not
told before signing petitions that
they would have to provide sales
documents, the lawsuit said.

